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IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING THE SELECTION
OF YOUR MOTORHOME
When buying a motorhome, camper van or urban vehicle (hereafter: motorhome), it is particularly important to choose the
right layout and an appealing design. In addition, weight also plays an essential role. Family, friends, optional equipment,
accessories and baggage – space must be available for all of these. At the same time, there are legal and technical limits to
the configuration and load. Every motorhome is designed for a certain weight, which may not be exceeded during driving.
For motorhome buyers, this raises the question: How should I configure my vehicle to accommodate passengers, baggage
and accessories according to my needs without the vehicle exceeding this maximum weight? In order to make this decision
easier for you, we provide you below with a few tips that are particularly important when selecting your vehicle from our
portfolio:

1. The technically permissible maximum laden mass…
… is a value set by the manufacturer which the vehicle may not exceed. HYMER specifies a layout-related upper limit
for the vehicle, which can vary from layout to layout (e.g. 3,500 kg, 4,400 kg). You can find the corresponding
specification for each layout in the technical data.

2. The mass in running order…
... consists – to put it simply – of the basic vehicle with standard equipment plus a standard weight of 75 kg for the
driver. It is legally permissible and possible for the mass in running order of your vehicle to deviate from the nominal
value stated in the sales documents. The permissible tolerance is ± 5 %. The permissible range in kilograms is given in
brackets after the mass in running order. In order to provide you with full transparency regarding possible weight
deviations, HYMER weighs each vehicle at the end of the line and informs your trade partner of your vehicle's
weighing result for forwarding to you.
Detailed explanations on the subject of mass in running order can be found in the “Legal Information” section.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING THE SELECTION
OF YOUR MOTORHOME
3. The permitted number of seats (including driver)…
… is determined by the manufacturer in what is referred to as the type-approval procedure. This results in what is
referred to as the mass of the passengers. For this, a standard weight of 75 kg per passenger (without driver) is
calculated. Detailed explanations on the subject of mass of the passengers can be found in the “Legal Information”
section

4. The manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment…
… is a value set by HYMER per layout for the maximum mass of optional equipment that can be ordered. This limit is
intended to ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for baggage and retrofitted
accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. If, in exceptional
cases, the weighing at the end of the line nevertheless shows that the actual load capacity falls short of the minimum
pay-mass due to a permissible weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether we
should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the number of seats or remove optional
equipment before delivering the vehicle.
Detailed explanations on the subject of the effects of the tolerances on the minimum pay-mass and the payload can
be found in the “Legal Information” section.

5. The additional weight of optional equipment and packages...
... increases the actual mass of the vehicle (= mass in running order plus selected optional equipment) and reduces
the pay-mass. The specified value shows the additional weight compared to the standard equipment of the
respective layout. The total weight of the selected packages and optional equipment must not exceed the
manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment.

PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER EXSIS T / I

Exsis-t 474
Price a)€

a)

Standard chassis
Drive

86.500,-

100.200,-

Fiat Ducato

Fiat Ducato

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

kW (hp)
Length / Width / Height (cm)

103 (140)
659 / 222 / 277

Body width / Internal width (cm)

198
3550

2770 (2632 - 2909)*

2845 (2703 - 2987)*

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*
Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

379

303

3500

3500

2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

4

2)

3)

2000
4

2)

3)

41 / 34 / 34

41 / 34 / 34

99 x 108

99 x 108

2x 190 x 80

2x 190 x 80

165 x 78

165 x 78

Overall clearance storage- / garage door resp. flap W x H
(cm)
Bed dimension: Pull-down bed L x W (cm)
Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)

188 x 150

Berths

2-3

Bathroom W x D (cm)

4-5

105 x 83

105 x 83

Wardrobe W x D x H (cm)

42 x 54 x 190

42 x 54 x 190

Kitchen, W x D x H, approx. cm

92 x 60 x 93

92 x 60 x 93

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)
Standard heating

1)

212 / 205

198

Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

664 / 222 / 277

3550

Wheelbase (mm)

Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)

103 (140)
1)

212 / 205

Standing height in living area (cm)
Mass in running order (kg)*

Exsis-i 474

96 / 142

96 / 142

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

115

115

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

Waste water tank (l)

105

105

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 AGM

95 AGM

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

5/2/2

5/2/2

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.
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Chassis
Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 MultiJet - 103 KW/140 hp - Euro 6e 4)
Basis
Exterior cab color: Lanzarote gray (Pastel)
Exterior body color: White
AL-KO frame
6-speed transmission
75 l fuel tank
19 l AdBlue tank
Exterior mirror, middle arm version
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Mud flaps, rear axle
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
15'' steel rims
1x Twin USB socket in cab
Dashboard tray instead of tablet holder
Driver and passenger airbag
Manual AirCon with pollen filter
Start-Stop-System incl. intelligent alternator
Reinforced alternator incl. charging booster (up to 70 A)
Electric cab windows and central locking for cab
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / EBD (Electric Brake Force Distribution)
ESP incl. ASR, Traction Plus and Hill Holder
Post-collision brake control 5)
Crosswind Assist
Fiat Cruise Control
LED Daytime running light and LED indicator integrated in HYMER headlights
Exterior mirrors suspended, in vehicle colour, electrically heated and adjustable, incl. wide-angle mirror
Mud flaps, front and rear axle
Special spiral sprung for front axle
Cupholder driver and passenger seat
Body
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind and integrated waste bin
Window in habitation door incl. blackout blind and integrated waste bin
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
Opening windows with blackout blind and mosquito net, LH and RH side, rear 6)
Electric entrance step, 1-step
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
Garage load up to 350 kg (optional 450 kg). Please note the axle load.
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
Large garage doors, LH and RH side
Panoramic skylight above cab, manually hinged
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed with LED lighting, living room
Skylight (clear glass) above rear bed(s) with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) in bathroom with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Cab curtain made of high-quality pleated fabric
Cab door with electric power windows and entry lighting
Outfitting
Cab seats, upholstered in living area fabric, height- and tilt adjustable, swivelling, with 2 armrests
Cab blinds
Mosquito net on habitation door
Front seating group with 2 integrated 3-point belts
Cab seats, upholstered in living area fabric, swivelling, with 2 armrests
Comfort L-shaped seating group with Lounge cushions and 2 integrated 3-point belts
Luxury table: 360° rotatable, longitudinally and transversably displaceable
Cab blinds made of high-quality pleated fabric
Ladder for pull-down bed
Living and bedroom + lighting
Multi-zone cold foam mattress incl. high-quality mattress pad (knitted fabric) for ventilation in the rear
Complete LED interior lighting
LED worktop lighting
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Exsis-i 474

Exsis-t 474

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER EXSIS T / I

Exsis-i 474

Exsis-t 474
LED awning light
Pull-down bed, manual
Kitchen
Kitchen drawer with Servo Soft feature
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide 7)
96 l standard fridge
Installation & Technology
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler
Gas bottle compartment with access via the external flap / door
Pedestal at seating group heated by warm air
LCD keypad for heating
Warm air heating in the rear bedroom, adjustable separately
Reinforced battery, 12 V, 95 Ah AGM
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
115 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
105 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
Cab heating concept with increased warm air heating incl. heated dashboard in the living condition
Multimedia
Radio / TV pre-installation incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab, the front bed as well as the rear, radio and DVB-T2 antenna
Radio / TV pre-installation incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab, the front bed as well as the rear bedroom, radio and DVB-T2
antenna
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Sauvignon Oak in combination with Tip Printed
Fabric combination: Denver

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication
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PACKAGES HYMER EXSIS T / I
Style package for semi-integrated FIAT models
Grill frame, glossy black
Headlights with black frame
Skid plate, glossy black
LED Daytime Running Light

Price €
150,30,50,350,-

Special price

580,-

Excess weight (kg)*

0

Living Comfort package Semi-Integrated models
Ambient lighting
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
4 pillows
Wooden shower slats
Additional sockets: 5 x 230 V / 3 x 12 V / 2 x Twin-USB (incl. kitchen wall paneling)

Price €
590,250,195,160,495,-

Package price

1.690,-

Special price

1.330,-

You save

360,-

Excess weight (kg)*

10

Style package for integrated FIAT models
Chrome trim strip for grill
Glossy grill
Additional graphics Exsis-I (fog light housing, window skirts, side skirts)

Price €
270,270,495,-

Package price

1.035,-

Special price

750,-

You save

285,-

Excess weight (kg)*

0

Living Comfort package Integrated models
Ambient lighting
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
4 pillows
Wooden shower slats
Additional sockets: 5 x 230 V / 3 x 12 V / 2 x Twin-USB (incl. kitchen wall paneling)

Price €
590,250,195,160,495,-

Package price

1.690,-

Special price

1.330,-

You save

360,-

Excess weight (kg)*

10

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Excess weight (kg)*

a)

Exsis-i 474

Price €

Exsis-t 474

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER EXSIS T / I

Chassis
V201103650
Basis
V20250110
V20250145
V20250164
V3003011
V20420A
V2051090
V2097011
V2077113
V2062111
V3051010
V2021016
V2021030
V2021030
V2073512
V2035116
V2050010
V2117011
V2009011
V20190J
V2054512
V20610J
V20855J
V2088010
V2096512
V209108
V20640J
V3003011
V2077115
V2062110
V2052510
V2052511
Body
V30522150
V30522150
V2007111
V30330J
V30020102
V20460J
V20062J
V3055010
V7003410
V3023013
V3023012
V3009011
V3011016
V30522160

Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 MultiJet - 130 KW/180 hp - Euro 6e
Uprating to 3.65 t (Fiat Ducato 3.5 t Light only)

8) 4) 9)

Exterior cab color: Black (Metallic)
Exterior cab color: Grigio Campovolo (Pastel)
Exterior cab color: Artense gray (Metallic)
Exterior body color: Crystal-Silver Metallic 10)
9-gear automatic transmission 9) 11)
90 l fuel tank
LED Daytime Running Light
LED headlights 12)
Fog lights with cornering light
Bumper painted in vehicle color
16" steel rims 13)
16" alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tires 13) 14)
16" alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tires (Fiat Ducato Maxi only or in combination with automatic transmission)
13)

13)

4.300,260,-

0
0

650,595,650,2.990,3.990,100,350,900,220,390,290,850,-

0
0
0
30
55
14
0
0
2
0
14
10

650,-

10

450,350,520,250,115,250,290,720,50,590,-

0
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

16" All-Season tires (with snowflake symbol)
16" steel spare wheel incl. bracket in the rear storage compartment
Automatic AirCon with pollen filter
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator 15)
Aluminum applications for ventilation nozzles
Battery disconnection switch
Leather steering wheel and gear knob lever
Multifunctional steering wheel
Seat heating and lumbar support for cab seats, adjustable separately 35)
Skid plate, glossy black
Fully digital cockpit with integrated 7" display 16) 17)
Driver Assistance System incl. Emergency Brake & Lane Keeping Assist, Traffic sign recognition, High Beam
Assist as well as light and rain sensor
Third ignition key with remote control (2nd key mechanical)
Exterior color: Crystal-Silver Metallic
HYMER Premium Full-LED headlights
Halogen fog lights 34)
Chrome trim strip for grill
Glossy grill

1.090,-

1.5

120,3.990,1.695,290,270,270,-

0
30
0
1
0
0

Awning with adapter, white housing, 400 x 250 cm 18)
Awning with adapter, silver housing, 400 x 250 cm 18)
Trailer hitch, detachable ball head (incl. pre-installation) 19)
GRP roof coating 20)
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind, integrated waste bin as well as 2-way lock
Comfort jacks, rear (2 units)
Frame extension incl. 450 kg garage load 19)
Security lock for habitation door
Additional graphics on skirt panel
Bicycle rack for two bicycles, manually lowerable, max. load 50 kg
Bicycle rack for 4 bicycles, max. load: 60 kg
Electric roof vent with function supply and exhaust air at kitchen 22) 23)
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed, rear bedroom 22)
Awning with adapter, white housing, 450 x 250 cm 18)

1.450,1.450,1.750,690,395,395,495,300,290,1.090,450,450,590,1.590,-

32
32
63
30
2
9
30
0.5
0
17
14
5
12
35

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

21)

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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V30522160
Awning with adapter, silver housing, 450 x 250 cm
V3020211
Electric entrance step on driver's door (when opening the driver's door the step automatically extends) 36)
V3055012
Security lock for cab and habitation door
V30480J
Insulating glazing for cab side windows and cab door
V3008010
Skylight in the front with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm 37)
Outfitting
V50100J
External shower, located in garage
V2087513
Height- and tilt adjustment for pilot seats
V40070J
Front overhead lockers instead of pull-down bed (incl. front skylight) 13)
Living and bedroom + lighting
V4034011
Sleeping system with cup-slatted bed frame for rear bed(s)
V60170J
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
V60280J
Additional cushion for further sleeping possibility including the cab seat
V60260J
Additional cushion between the longitudinal single beds with ladder
V60030J
4 pillows
V50290J
Ambient lighting
Bed conversion for comfort L-shaped seating group incl. additional cushion and lowerable table involving the
V60285J
cab seat
Kitchen
V40310112
142 l Smart-Tower fridge instead of floor-to-ceiling wardrobe 13)
Bathroom
V40210J
Wooden shower slats
Installation & Technology
V5028013
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler and 1,800 W electric bar heater
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx 24)
V50250J
Gas filter for automatic gas bottle changeover 24)
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V30325J
Gas bottle slide out
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 25)
V5012512
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer 26) 27)
V5047029
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W
V80288J
Additional sockets: 5 x 230 V / 3 x 12 V / 2 x Twin-USB (incl. kitchen wall paneling)
V5020010
Electric floor tempering in habitation area and central walkway 28)
V5033014
Roof AirCon, 2,400 W 22) 23)
V3064012
Toilet vent
V5073212
Pre-wiring kit (Camos reversing camera, solar panel, GPS rod antenna)
V5005010
Alarm system for cab-, habitation- as well as 2 garage doors / flaps
Multimedia
Multimedia SatNav System with 9" Touchscreen incl. motorhome software, DAB+, Apple Car Play, Google
V50400115
Android Auto, reversing-/ service camera, rear-view mirror function, HYMER Smart Control 29) 30)
22" or 32" TV bracket
22" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER Smart-Multimedia system with
V5054513
Bluetooth® (DVB-T / C, DVB-S2) incl. receiver 31)
32" LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER Smart-Multimedia system with
V5054514
Bluetooth® (DVB-T / C, DVB-S2) incl. receiver 31)
Second Smart LED-TV in the bedroom, 22" TV with built-in speakers, DVD drive, DVB-T / C, DVB-S2, wiring
V5055011
as well as wall bracket 32)
V50440116
Digital flat antenna, without receiver
V50440123
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, without receiver
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100704097 Fabric combination: Corfu
V100904011 Furniture finish: Chiavenna Nut
V100704131 Fabric combination: Jandia
V100704091 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Dalana

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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Excess weight (kg)*

Exsis-i 474

a)

18)

Exsis-t 474

Price €
1.590,450,590,995,195,-

35
8
1
5
2

290,790,550,-

1
10
-16

490,250,395,450,195,590,-

3
1
5
4
2
1

395,-

5

750,-

6

160,-

3

590,370,195,195,695,490,2.890,1.690,495,690,2.290,295,290,695,-

1
3
0
1
15
30
25
16
3
10
33
1
1
1

3.190,-

6

370,-

4

1.290,-

7

1.790,-

10

1.440,-

13

2.690,2.890,-

17
14.5

350,990,-

0
0
0
4

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

V100704125 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Marquis
V602104009 Carpet: Samona
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
Packages
V8028916
Style package for semi-integrated FIAT models 33)
V8039013
Living Comfort package Semi-Integrated models
V8028915
Style package for integrated FIAT models
V8039016
Living Comfort package Integrated models
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Excess weight (kg)*

Exsis-i 474

a)

Exsis-t 474

Price €
990,395,395,-

4
7
7

580,1.330,750,1.330,-

0
10
0
10

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER EXSIS T / I 580

Exsis-t 580 Pure
Price a)€

a)

Standard chassis
Drive

87.800,-

100.900,-

Fiat Ducato

Fiat Ducato

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

kW (hp)
Length / Width / Height (cm)

103 (140)
694 / 222 / 277

Body width / Internal width (cm)

198
3800

2993 (2843 - 3143)*

3056 (2903 - 3209)*

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*
Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

157

89

3500

3500

2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

4

2)

2000

3)

4

41 / 34 / 34

85 x 109 / 75 x 85

85 x 109 / 75 x 85
188 x 150

195 x 80 / 191 x 80 / 218 x 80

/ 191 x 80

Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)

195 x 80 / 191 x 80 / 218 x 80

Berths

2-3

4-5

125 x 85

125 x 85

Wardrobe W x D x H (cm)

27 x 54 x 160

27 x 54 x 160

Kitchen, W x D x H, approx. cm

90 x 60 x 93

90 x 60 x 93

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)

142

142

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

120

120

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

Waste water tank (l)

90

90

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 AGM

95 AGM

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

4/2/4

4/2/4

Standard heating

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

/ 191 x 80

165 x 78

Bathroom W x D (cm)

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in
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2)

3)

41 / 34 / 34

Bed dimension: Pull-down bed L x W (cm)
Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

1)

212 / 205

198

Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*

Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)

699 / 222 / 277

3800

Wheelbase (mm)

Overall clearance storage- / garage door resp. flap W x H
(cm)

103 (140)
1)

212 / 205

Standing height in living area (cm)
Mass in running order (kg)*

Exsis-i 580 Pure

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.

Exsis-i 580 Pure

Exsis-t 580 Pure

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER EXSIS T / I 580

Chassis
Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 MultiJet - 103 KW/140 hp - Euro 6e 4)
Basis
Exterior body color: White
Exterior cab color: Lanzarote gray (Pastel)
Fiat Ducato low-frame chassis
6-speed transmission
90 l fuel tank
19 l AdBlue tank
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Grill frame, glossy black
Headlights with black frame
Mud flaps, rear axle
Bumper painted in vehicle color
LED Daytime Running Light
16" alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tires 13) 14)
1x Twin USB socket in cab
Dashboard tray instead of tablet holder
Electric cab windows and central locking for cab
Driver and passenger airbag
Rear axle stabilizer
Leather steering wheel and gear knob lever
Manual AirCon with pollen filter
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / EBD (Electric Brake Force Distribution)
ESP incl. ASR, Traction Plus and Hill Holder
Post-collision brake control 5)
Crosswind Assist
Start-Stop-System incl. intelligent alternator
Fiat Cruise Control
Skid plate, glossy black
Smooth aluminium skin, Color: Carrara white
Exterior mirrors suspended, in vehicle colour, electrically heated and adjustable, incl. wide-angle mirror
LED Daytime running light and LED indicator integrated in HYMER headlights
Mud flaps, front and rear axle
Cupholder driver and passenger seat
Body
Awning with adapter, white or silver housing, 400 x 250 cm 18)
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind and integrated waste bin
Electric entrance step, 1-step
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
External storage flap, 75 x 85 cm, LH side
Garage load up to 350 kg (optional 450 kg). Please note the axle load.
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
Large garage door, RH side
Panoramic skylight above cab, manually hinged
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
Service flap for convenient access to the board electronics on the LH side
Opening windows with blackout blind and mosquito net, LH and RH side, rear 6)
Window in habitation door incl. blackout blind and integrated waste bin
Skylight (clear glass) above rear bed(s) with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) in bathroom with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed with LED lighting, living room
Awning with adapter, white or silver housing, 450 x 250 cm 18)
Cab door with electric power windows and entry lighting
Outfitting
Cab seats, upholstered in living area fabric, height- and tilt adjustable, swivelling, with 2 armrests
Cab blinds
Mosquito net on habitation door
Cab seats, upholstered in living area fabric, swivelling, with 2 armrests
Cab blinds made of high-quality pleated fabric
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LCD keypad for heating
Warm air heating in the rear bedroom, adjustable separately
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx 24)
Gas filter for automatic gas bottle changeover
Gas bottle compartment with access via the external flap / door
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB (incl. kitchen wall paneling)
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Reinforced battery, 12 V, 95 Ah AGM
120 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
90 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
Cab heating concept with increased warm air heating incl. heated dashboard in the living condition
Multimedia
Radio / TV pre-installation incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab as well as the alcove, radio and DVB-T2 antenna
Reversing camera
32" TV bracket
32" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, (DVB-T / C, DVB-S2) incl. receiver
Digital satellite dish, 65 cm
Radio / TV pre-installation incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab, the front bed, radio and DVB-T2 antenna
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Sauvignon Oak in combination with Tip Printed
Fabric combination: Corfu

Standard
On request (no extra cost)
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Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

Exsis-i 580 Pure

Exsis-t 580 Pure
Living and bedroom + lighting
Comfort L-shaped seating group with lounge cushions, longitudinal / transverse sliding table and 2 built-in 3-point belts
Function integration into furniture elements
Modern, linear interior design
Bed conversion for comfort L-shaped seating group incl. additional cushion and lowerable table involving the cab seat
Cold foam mattress incl. high-quality mattress pad (knitted fabric) for better ventilation in the rear
Additional cushion between the longitudinal single beds incl. integrated comfort access
Ambient lighting
Complete LED interior lighting
LED worktop lighting
LED awning light
Pull-down bed, manual
Kitchen
Kitchen drawer with Servo Soft feature
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide
142 l Smart-Tower fridge
Bathroom
Wooden shower slats
Installation & Technology
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler

PACKAGES HYMER EXSIS T / I 580
Style package for integrated FIAT models
Chrome trim strip for grill
Glossy grill
Additional graphics Exsis-I (fog light housing, window skirts, side skirts)
Package price

Price €
270,270,495,1.035,-

Special price

750,-

You save

285,-

Excess weight (kg)*

0

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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Excess weight (kg)*

a)

Exsis-i 580 Pure

Price €

Exsis-t 580 Pure

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER EXSIS T / I 580

Chassis
V201103650
Basis
V20250145
V20250110
V20250164
V3003011
V20420A
V2077113
V2062111
V2021030
V2073512
V2117011
V2009011
V2050010
V2064511
V20610J
V20855J
V2096512
V209108

Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 MultiJet - 130 KW/180 hp - Euro 6e
Uprating to 3.65 t (Fiat Ducato 3.5 t Light only)

8) 4)

5.390,260,-

0
0

Exterior cab color: Grigio Campovolo (Pastel)
Exterior cab color: Black (Metallic)
Exterior cab color: Artense gray (Metallic)
Exterior body color: Crystal-Silver Metallic 10)
9-gear automatic transmission 9)
LED headlights
Fog lights with cornering light
16" alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tires (Fiat Ducato Maxi only or in combination with automatic transmission)

595,650,650,2.990,3.990,900,220,-

0
0
0
30
55
0
2

16" All-Season tires (with snowflake symbol) 13)
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator 15)
Aluminum applications for ventilation nozzles
Automatic AirCon with pollen filter
Electric parking brake
Multifunctional steering wheel
Seat heating and lumbar support for cab seats, adjustable separately 35)
Fully digital cockpit with integrated 7" display 16) 17)
Driver Assistance System incl. Emergency Brake & Lane Keeping Assist, Traffic sign recognition, High Beam
Assist as well as light and rain sensor
Third ignition key with remote control (2nd key mechanical)
Exterior color: Crystal-Silver Metallic
Chrome trim strip for grill
Halogen fog lights 34)
HYMER Premium Full-LED headlights
Glossy grill

450,250,115,520,450,290,720,590,-

0
0
0
0
-9
0
0
0

1.090,-

1.5

120,3.990,270,290,1.695,270,-

0
30
0
1
0
0

1.750,690,395,395,495,300,1.090,450,450,590,450,590,195,-

63
30
2
9
30
0.5
17
14
5
12
8
1
2

290,550,790,-

1
-16
10

350,195,490,-

4
2
3

V20640J
V3003011
V2052510
V2062110
V2077115
V2052511
Body
V2007111
Trailer hitch, detachable ball head (incl. pre-installation) 19)
V30330J
GRP roof coating 20)
V30020102
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind, integrated waste bin as well as 2-way lock 21)
V20460J
Comfort jacks, rear (2 units)
V20062J
Frame extension incl. 450 kg garage load 19)
V3055010
Security lock for habitation door
V3023013
Bicycle rack for two bicycles, manually lowerable, max. load 50 kg
V3023012
Bicycle rack for 4 bicycles, max. load: 60 kg
V3009011
Electric roof vent with function supply and exhaust air at kitchen 23) 22)
V3011016
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed, rear bedroom
V3020211
Electric entrance step on driver's door (when opening the driver's door the step automatically extends)
V3055012
Security lock for cab and habitation door
V3008010
Skylight in the front with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm 37)
Outfitting
V50100J
External shower, located in garage
V40070J
Front overhead lockers instead of pull-down bed (incl. front skylight)
V2087513
Height- and tilt adjustment for pilot seats
Living and bedroom + lighting
V4036612
Overhead lockers above rear beds instead of open shelves
V60030J
4 pillows
V4034011
Sleeping system with cup-slatted bed frame for rear bed(s)

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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10

13)

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

V60170J
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
V4006110
XXL bed, extra long mattress incl. semi-high wardrobe (instead of floor-to-ceiling wardrobe)
Kitchen
V4020012
Cooker- / oven combination
Installation & Technology
V5028013
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler and 1,800 W electric bar heater
V30325J
Gas bottle slide out
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 25)
V5012513
HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer 38) 27)
V5012512
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer 27) 26)
V5047029
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W
V5033014
Roof AirCon, 2,400 W 22)
V5020010
Electric floor tempering in habitation area and central walkway 28)
V3064012
Toilet vent
Multimedia
Multimedia SatNav System with 9" Touchscreen incl. motorhome software, DAB+, Apple Car Play, Google
V50400115
Android Auto as well as rear-view mirror function 30) 29) 39)
Second Smart LED-TV in the bedroom, 22" TV with built-in speakers, DVD drive, DVB-T / C, DVB-S2, wiring
V5055011
as well as wall bracket
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100904011 Furniture finish: Chiavenna Nut
V100704096 Fabric combination: Denver
V100704131 Fabric combination: Jandia
V100704091 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Dalana
V100704125 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Marquis
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
V602104009 Carpet: Samona
Packages
V8028915
Style package for integrated FIAT models
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Excess weight (kg)*

Exsis-i 580 Pure

a)

Exsis-t 580 Pure

Price €
250,350,-

1
2.5

890,-

29

590,695,195,490,1.190,2.890,1.690,2.290,690,295,-

1
15
1
30
10
25
16
33
10
1

2.300,-

3

1.440,-

13

290,350,990,990,395,395,-

0
0
0
4
4
7
7

750,-

0

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER T-CLASS S

T-Class S 585
Price a)€

a)

Standard chassis
Drive

T-Class S 695

91.500,-

91.500,-

91.500,-

91.500,-

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
315 CDI

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
315 CDI

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
315 CDI

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

110 (150)

110 (150)

110 (150)

709 / 229 / 296

Body width / Internal width (cm)

1)

739 / 229 / 296

1)

739 / 229 / 296

110 (150)
1)

739 / 229 / 296

219 / 212

219 / 212

204

204

204

204

3924

3924

3924

3924

3003 (2853 - 3153)*

3023 (2872 - 3174)*

3013 (2862 - 3164)*

3013 (2862 - 3164)*

119

96

66

81

Wheelbase (mm)
Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment
(kg)*
Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

3500

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

4-5

Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)

3500

2)
3)

41 / 34 / 34

2000

3500

2)

4-5

3)

41 / 34 / 34

2000

3500

2)

3-4

219 / 212

3)

41 / 34 / 34

2000

2)

3-4

3)

41 / 34 / 34

Overall clearance storage- / garage door resp. flap W x H
(cm)

80 x 116 / 75 x 85

93 x 116 / 75 x 85

93 x 116 / 75 x 85

93 x 100 / 65 x 65

Bed dimension: Pull-down bed L x W (cm)

188 x 130 - 105

188 x 130 - 105

188 x 130 - 105

188 x 130 - 105

200 x 83 / 196 x 83

202 x 83 / 205 x 83

190 x 150

193 x 83 / 187 x 83 / 209 x
Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)
83
Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)

195 x 125 - 40

195 x 125 - 40

195 x 91

2-5

2-5

2-5

2-5

105 x 85

90 x 81

90 x 81

90 x 81

73 x 68

73 x 68

73 x 68

89 x 78 x 93

90 x 86 x 93

97 x 78 x 93

97 x 78 x 93

Berths
Bathroom W x D (cm)
Separate shower W x D (cm)
Kitchen, W x D x H, approx. cm
Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)
Standard heating

152 / 142

152 / 142

152 / 142

195 x 91

152 / 142

Diesel warm air, 6 kW

Diesel warm air, 6 kW

Diesel warm air, 6 kW

Diesel warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 2,75kg
2x 11kg

2x 2,75kg
2x 11kg

2x 2,75kg
2x 11kg

2x 2,75kg
2x 11kg
110

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

110

110

110

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

20

20

Waste water tank (l)

100

100

100

100

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 AGM

95 AGM

95 AGM

95 AGM

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

4/2/4

4/2/4

4/2/4

4/2/4

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in
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1)

219 / 212

Standing height in living area (cm)
Mass in running order (kg)*

T-Class S 685

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
315 CDI

kW (hp)
Length / Width / Height (cm)

T-Class S 680

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.

T-Class S 695

T-Class S 685

T-Class S 680

T-Class S 585

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER T-CLASS S

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 315 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E 40)
Basis
Exterior colors: White cab / White body
Exterior body color: White
Mercedes-Benz Original ladder-type frame
6-speed transmission
65 l fuel tank
22 l AdBlue tank
Broad gauge, rear axle
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Mercedes-Benz noise reduction: Engine compartment insulation and underbody paneling
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
Mud flaps, rear axle
Reinforced front axle
16" steel rims with wheel hub cover and all season tires
ECO Start-Stop feature
Electric cab windows and central locking for cab
Electric parking brake
Driver and passenger airbag
Cupholder driver and passenger seat
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
Hinged lid for central storage compartment on the dashboard
Multifunctional steering wheel
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / ASR (Anti-Slip Control) / EBV (Electric Brake Force Distribution) and ESP (Electric Stability Program)
Automatic headlight control
Crosswind Assist
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Semi-automatic climate control TEMPMATIK
Body
Electric entrance step on habitation door, 2 steps
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
Garage load up to 350 kg (optional 450 kg). Please note the axle load.
Large garage door, RH side
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind and integrated waste bin
Window in habitation door incl. blackout blind and integrated waste bin
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
Skylight (clear glass) above rear bed(s) with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) in bathroom with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) above separate shower with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed with LED lighting, living room
Panoramic skylight above cab, manually hinged
Opening windows with blackout blind and mosquito net, LH and RH side, rear
Outfitting
Original Mercedes-Benz Comfort seat, upholstered in living area fabric 41) 42)
Front seating group with 2 integrated 3-point belts
Front couch/couch seating incl. 3rd seat (integrated folding seat) on the LH side as well as 3-point seat belt
Foldable and movable table
Cab blinds
Mosquito net on habitation door
Living and bedroom + lighting
Pleated blind between living room and bedroom in textile finish
Cold foam mattress incl. high-quality mattress pad (knitted fabric) for better ventilation in the rear
Modern, linear interior design
Optimal space and generous sense of space
Complete LED interior lighting
LED worktop lighting
LED awning light
Kitchen
Kitchen drawer with Servo Soft feature
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Standard
On request (no extra cost)
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Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

T-Class S 695

T-Class S 685

T-Class S 680

T-Class S 585
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide
152 l compressor fridge
Extra deep sink with tight-fitting chopping board and high water tap
Bathroom
Insertable shower base for optimal passage
Installation & Technology
6 kW diesel warm air heating with warm water boiler as well as altitude kit
Gas bottle compartment with access via the external flap / door
LCD keypad for heating
110 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
100 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Reinforced battery, 12 V, 95 Ah AGM
Multimedia
DAB Radio pre-installation
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Sauvignon Oak in combination with Tip Printed
Fabric combination: Palm Black
Packages
Extended standard equipment without surcharge

EQUIPMENT LINES HYMER T-CLASS S
Extended standard equipment
without surcharge

Equipment Line Plus

Equipment Line Premium

Semi-automatic climate control
TEMPMATIK
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel
multifunction buttons
Electric parking brake
Multifunctional steering wheel
Reinforced front axle
DAB Radio pre-installation
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl.
Hold function
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl.
SatNav, Voice Control, steering wheel
multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen as
well as reversing camera
Leather steering wheel (automatic
transmission only)
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl.
steering wheel multifunction buttons
Instrument cluster with color display
Mercedes-Benz acoustics package
LED High-Performance headlights
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging
with charge level indicator
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C
connections with 5 V as well as one
additional 12 V socket)
Fully automatic climate control
THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor
Excess weight Equipment line (kg)*

36

41

Package price €

0

7.680,-

10.680,-

Special price €

7.190,-

9.980,-

490,-

700,-

You save €

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PACKAGES HYMER T-CLASS S
Driver Assistance package
Active Lane Keeping Assist
Attention Assist
High Beam Assist
Traffic Sign Assist
Heated windscreen
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen

Price €
590,90,390,390,450,290,-

Package price

2.200,-

Special price

1.990,-

You save

210,-

Excess weight (kg)*

0

Style package
Chrome grill
Bumper, attachment parts and grill frame painted in vehicle color
Fog lights with cornering light

Price €
350,790,290,-

Package price

1.430,-

Special price

1.050,-

You save

380,-

Excess weight (kg)*

2

Living Comfort package T-Class S 585, 680, 685
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB
4 pillows
Ambient lighting
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
External storage flap, 75 x 85 cm, LH side

Price €
395,195,590,250,295,-

Package price

1.725,-

Special price

1.090,-

You save

635,-

Excess weight (kg)*

10

Living Comfort package T-Class S 695
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB
4 pillows
Ambient lighting
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
External storage flap, 65 x 65 cm, LH side

Price €
395,195,590,250,295,-

Package price

1.725,-

Special price

1.090,-

You save

635,-

Excess weight (kg)*

10

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Excess weight (kg)*

T-Class S 695

T-Class S 685

a)

T-Class S 680

Price €

T-Class S 585

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER T-CLASS S

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 317 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E 8) 40)
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.2 t - 415 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E 43)
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.2 t - 417 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E 43) 8)
Downplating to 3.5 t (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)
Weight variant 3,880 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)

V201103500
V201103880
Basis
V20250115
Exterior cab color: Black / Gray
V20250119
Exterior cab color: Obsidian black (Metallic)
V20250144
Exterior cab color: Tenorite gray (Metallic)
V20250146
Exterior cab color: Iridium silver (Metallic)
V2051092
92 l fuel tank
V2023010
GRP leaf spring instead of steel leaf spring 44)
V2052020
Chrome grill 45)
V2062111
Fog lights with cornering light
V3051019
Bumper, attachment parts and grill frame painted in vehicle color 45) 46)
V2007112
Trailer hitch pre-installation 47)
V2113010
Wet Wiper System (windscreen wiper with integrated spray nozzles) 48)
V2021027
16" alloy wheels (black) with all season tires 13)
V2021041
17" alloy wheels (silver) with summer tires 13)
V2054512
Leather steering wheel and gear knob lever (manual transmission only)
V2049813
Open shelf cockpit passenger side
V20855J
Seat heating and lumbar support for Original Mercedes-Benz seats
Body
V7003213
Design graphics: Tenorite gray 49)
V30522150
Awning with adapter, white housing, 400 x 250 cm 18)
V30522160
Awning with adapter, white housing, 450 x 250 cm 18)
V2007111
Trailer hitch, detachable ball head (incl. pre-installation) 19) 47)
V30590114
External storage flap, 65 x 65 cm, LH side
V30590117
External storage flap, 75 x 85 cm, LH side
V30330J
GRP roof coating 20)
V30020102
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind, integrated waste bin as well as 2-way lock 21)
V20460J
Comfort jacks, rear (2 units)
V3055010
Security lock for habitation door
V3023012
Bicycle rack for 4 bicycles, max. load: 60 kg
V3023013
Bicycle rack for two bicycles, manually lowerable, max. load 50 kg
V3009011
Electric roof vent with function supply and exhaust air at kitchen 22) 23)
V3011016
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed, rear bedroom
Outfitting
V40460J
4th seat on the right incl. integrated folding seat with 3-point belt
V4062010
5th seat with lap belt on seat bench, RH side against direction of travel
V60230J
Partitioning curtain in the rear
V60240J
Insulated partitioning curtain for cab, double-layered sewn
V50100J
External shower, located in garage
Living and bedroom + lighting
V40220E
Lowerable double bed above the seating group with cold foam mattress, electric 50)
V60285J
Bed conversion for L-shaped seating group incl. lowerable table
V60280J
Bed conversion for seating group incl. additional cushion and lowerable table
V4036612
Overhead lockers above rear beds instead of open shelves
Comfort L-shaped seating group with lounge cushions, longitudinal / transverse sliding table and 2
V4044017
built-in 3-point belts
V4040012
Wooden sliding doors between living room and bedroom 13)

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

1.990,1.390,3.380,-

0
13
13
0
0

390,1.450,1.450,1.450,390,390,350,290,790,150,100,1.190,1.450,290,140,720,-

0
0
0
0
22
-16
2
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

490,1.450,1.590,1.850,295,295,690,395,395,300,450,1.090,450,590,-

0
32
35
63
3
3
30
2
9
0.5
14
17
5
12

590,195,350,290,-

15
38
0
2
1

1.990,450,450,350,-

40
5
5
4

495,-

10

295,-

9.5

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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V4006110

XXL bed with extra long lying surface (+22 cm) incl. medium-height wardrobe instead of floor-toceiling wardrobe 13)
Additional cushion between the longitudinal single beds incl. integrated comfort access
Ambient lighting

V60260J
V50290J
Kitchen
V40020J
Separate oven above fridge 51)
Bathroom
V40210J
Wooden shower slats
Installation & Technology
6 kW Diesel warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler, altitude kit and 1,800 W electric bar
V5028021
heater
V5028012
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler and 142 l absorber refrigerator 52) 13)
6 kW gas warm air heating with warm water boiler, 1,800 W electric bar heater and 142 l absorber
V5028013
refrigerator 52) 13)
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx 24) 51)
V50250J
Gas filter for automatic gas bottle changeover 51)
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve 51)
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 27)
HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer
V5012513
27) 38)
V5012512

HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer
27) 26)

V5047029
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W
V80288J
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB
V5033014
Roof AirCon, 2,400 W 22)
Multimedia
V5054610
22" TV bracket
V5054513
22" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive
V50440126
Digital satellite dish, 65 cm
V50440116
Digital flat antenna, without receiver
V50440123
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, without receiver
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100704097 Fabric combination: Corfu 53) 42)
V100704123 Fabric combination: Gomera 53) 42)
V100704091 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Dalana 42) 53)
V100704125 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Marquis 53) 42)
V602104009 Carpet: Samona
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
Packages
V8011615
Equipment Line Plus 54)
V8011715
Equipment Line Premium 54)
V8011514
Driver Assistance package 55)
V8028914
Style package 46)
V8039017
Living Comfort package T-Class S 585, 680, 685
V8039017
Living Comfort package T-Class S 695
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Excess weight (kg)*

T-Class S 695

T-Class S 685

350,-

2.5

450,590,-

4
1

670,-

10.5

160,-

3

580,-

2

290,-

16.5

870,-

18

370,195,195,490,-

3
0
1
30

1.190,-

10

2.890,-

25

1.690,395,2.290,-

16
3
33

370,970,2.590,2.690,2.890,-

4
9
14.5
17
14.5

995,995,1.990,1.990,395,395,-

0
0
4
4
7
7

7.190,9.980,1.990,1.050,1.090,1.090,-

36
41
0
2
10
10

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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31)

T-Class S 680

a)

T-Class S 585

Price €

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER ML-T

ML-T 570
Price a)€

a)

ML-T 580

97.900,-

98.900,-

Standard chassis

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 CDI

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 CDI

Drive

Rear Wheel Drive / All Wheel Drive

Rear Wheel Drive / All Wheel Drive

kW (hp)
Length / Width / Height (cm)

110 (150)
674 / 222 / 290

Body width / Internal width (cm)

212 / 205

Standing height in living area (cm)

198
3665

2960 (2812 - 3108)*

2980 (2831 - 3129)*

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*
Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

160

3500

3500

4

2)

3)

2000
4

2)

3)

41 / 34 / 34

41 / 34 / 34

75 x 121

100 x 121

Overall clearance storage- / garage door resp. flap W x H
(cm)
Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

182
2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)

1)

212 / 205

198

Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*

Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)

698 / 222 / 290

3665

Wheelbase (mm)
Mass in running order (kg)*

110 (150)
1)

189 x 80 / 179 x 80
175 x 79

Berths

2-3

Bathroom W x D (cm)

190 x 80 / 184 x 80 / 210 x 80
175 x 79
2-3

105 x 83

125 x 86

Wardrobe W x D x H (cm)

90 x 71 x 85

21 x 55 x 180 / 67 x 71 x 85

Kitchen, W x D x H, approx. cm

94 x 58 x 93

94 x 58 x 93

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)
Standard heating

142 / 152

142 / 152

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

120

120

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

Waste water tank (l)

100

100

95 AGM

95 AGM

4/1/3

4/1/3

Standard habitation battery (Ah)
Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.
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Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 415 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
Exterior colors: White cab / White body
Exterior body color: White
Mercedes-Benz Original ladder-type frame
6-speed transmission
71 l fuel tank (93 l if ordered with optional All Wheel Drive)
22 l AdBlue tank
ECO Start-Stop feature 56)
Electric parking brake
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Driver and passenger airbag
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
Mud flaps, rear axle
Reinforced front axle
Trailer hitch pre-installation
16" steel rims with wheel hub cover and all season tires
Electric cab windows and central locking for cab
Semi-automatic climate control TEMPMATIK
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
Hinged lid for central storage compartment on the dashboard
Steering wheel, height and tilt adjustable
Multifunctional steering wheel
Open shelf cockpit passenger side
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / ASR (Anti-Slip Control) / EBV (Electric Brake Force Distribution) and ESP (Electric Stability Program)
Active Brake Assist
Automatic headlight control
Hill Start Assist
Crosswind Assist
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Body
60 cm Maxi habitation door with inner shell, window with blackout blind and waste bin
Exterior flap to load the L-shaped seating group from outside, LH side
Electric entrance step, 1-step
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
Garage load up to 350 kg (optional 450 kg). Please note the axle load.
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
Large garage doors, LH and RH side
Rear design graphics
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
Skylight (clear glass) above rear bed(s) with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) in bathroom with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Panoramic skylight above cab, manually hinged
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed with LED lighting, living room
Outfitting
Cab blinds
Mosquito net on habitation door
Original Mercedes-Benz Comfort seat, upholstered in living area fabric 42) 41)
Front seating group with 2 integrated 3-point belts
Flyscreen and blackout blinds on all windows
Living and bedroom + lighting
Multi-zone cold foam mattress incl. high-quality mattress pad (knitted fabric) for ventilation in the rear
Complete LED interior lighting
LED awning light
Partitioning curtain between bed- and living room
Kitchen
Kitchen drawer with Servo Soft feature
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide
142 l Smart-Tower fridge
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ML-T 580

ML-T 570

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER ML-T

ML-T 580

ML-T 570
Installation & Technology
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler
Gas bottle compartment with access via the external flap / door
LCD keypad for heating
Warm air heating in the rear bedroom, adjustable separately
120 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
100 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
Electric waste water drainage
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Reinforced battery, 12 V, 95 Ah AGM
Multimedia
Radio / TV pre-installation at sideboard incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab, the alcove as well as the rear bedroom, radio and
DVB-T2 antenna
DAB Radio pre-installation
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Chiavenna Nut
Fabric combination: Janeiro
Packages
Extended standard equipment without surcharge

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication
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EQUIPMENT LINES HYMER ML-T
Extended standard equipment
without surcharge

Equipment Line Plus

Equipment Line Premium

Semi-automatic climate control
TEMPMATIK
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel
multifunction buttons
Multifunctional steering wheel
Electric parking brake
Reinforced front axle
DAB Radio pre-installation
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl.
Hold function
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl.
SatNav, Voice Control, steering wheel
multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen as
well as reversing camera
Leather steering wheel (automatic
transmission only)
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl.
steering wheel multifunction buttons
Instrument cluster with color display
Mercedes-Benz acoustics package
Weight saving with x19 engine and
automatic transmission (- 9 kg)
Fully automatic climate control
THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging
with charge level indicator
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C
connections with 5 V as well as one
additional 12 V socket)
LED High-Performance headlights
Excess weight Equipment line (kg)*

46

51

Package price €

0

7.680,-

10.680,-

Special price €

7.190,-

9.980,-

490,-

700,-

You save €

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

PACKAGES HYMER ML-T
Package
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A
charger and battery computer
Third habitation battery (95 Ah AGM)
Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,800 W with network priority circuit
Third habitation battery HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium)

Autonomy package XL

Autonomy package Lithium

x

x

x
x

x
x

Package price €

5.070,-

7.470,-

Special price €

4.715,-

6.690,-

355,-

780,-

62

57

You save €
Excess weight (kg)*
Driver Assistance package
Active Lane Keeping Assist
Attention Assist
High Beam Assist
Traffic Sign Assist
Heated windscreen

Price €
590,90,390,390,450,-

Special price

1.990,-

Excess weight (kg)*

0

Style package
Chrome grill
Bumper, attachment parts and grill frame painted in vehicle color
Fog lights with cornering light

Price €
350,790,290,-

Package price

1.430,-

Special price

1.190,-

You save

240,-

Excess weight (kg)*

2

Living Comfort package 4
Wooden shower slats
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
4 pillows
Ambient lighting
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 2 x Twin-USB (USB-A/C) incl. kitchen wall paneling

Price €
160,250,195,590,495,-

Package price

1.690,-

Special price

1.390,-

You save

300,-

Excess weight (kg)*

Arctic package
Warm water heating
Heat exchanger for warm water heating
Heat exchanger pre-installation, Mercedes-Benz
Warm water floor heating
Warm water garage floor heating
Insulated partitioning curtain for cab, double-layered sewn
Insulating mat for cab footwell, supplied loose
Auxiliary heating (supports heating when heating up the vehicle)
Checker plate floor as well as felt trim in the rear garage

10

Price €
2.890,990,395,990,495,350,165,850,395,-

Package price

7.520,-

Special price

5.775,-

You save

1.745,-

Excess weight (kg)*

111.5

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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Excess weight (kg)*

a)

ML-T 580

Price €

ML-T 570

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER ML-T

Chassis

V201103880
V201104100
Basis
V20250115
V20250119
V20250144
V20250146
V3003011
V2006810
V20420A
V2051093
V2052020
V2115010
V2062111
V3051019
V2113010
V3071010
V2021027
V2021041
V2021032
V2035116
V2035115
V2035140

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 417 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 419 CDI - 140 KW/190 hp - Euro VI-E 56)
Weight variant 3,880 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 / 419 CDI only)
Weight variant 4,100 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 / 419 CDI only)

990,4.990,260,260,-

0
14
0
0

Exterior cab color: Black / Gray
Exterior cab color: Obsidian black (Metallic)
Exterior cab color: Tenorite gray (Metallic)
Exterior cab color: Iridium silver (Metallic)
Exterior body color: Crystal-Silver Metallic
Permanent All Wheel Drive incl. 93 l fuel tank 57) 58) 59) 56) 60) 61)
Weight saving with x19 engine and automatic transmission (- 9 kg)
93 l fuel tank
Chrome grill 45)
Mercedes-Benz engine compartment insulation for noise reduction 62)
Fog lights with cornering light
Bumper, attachment parts and grill frame painted in vehicle color 45) 46)
Wet Wiper System (windscreen wiper with integrated spray nozzles) 48)
Central locking for cab, habitation as well as garage doors 63)
16" alloy wheels (silver) with all season tires 13)
17" alloy wheels (silver) with summer tires 13) 64)
16" steel rim (black) with studded tires (All Terrain) 65) 66) 67) 68)
16" steel spare wheel incl. bracket in the rear storage compartment 61)
16" steel spare wheel with studded tires incl. bracket, exterior, fitted on rear wall 69) 61)
16'' steel spare wheel with studded tires (All Terrain) incl. mounting bracket on the outside of the rear wall

390,1.450,1.450,1.450,2.990,6.990,-

0
0
0
0
30
163
-9
24
2
10
0
0
0

65) 70)

V2017810
Illuminated driver and passenger exit
V20410J
Cupholder instead of storage compartment
V2054512
Leather steering wheel and gear knob lever (manual transmission only)
V2074010
Tire pressure sensors 71) 66)
V20855J
Seat heating and lumbar support for cab seats, adjustable separately
Body
V30522150
Awning with adapter, white or silver housing, 400 x 250 cm 18)
V2007111
Trailer hitch, detachable ball head (incl. pre-installation) 19)
V3014014
Roof rack with rear ladder and checker plate roof panel 72) 73) 74)
V3014012
Roof rack with rear ladder without checker plate roof panel 74)
V30330J
GRP roof coating 20) 72)
V30020102
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind, integrated waste bin as well as 2-way lock 21)
V20460J
Comfort jacks, rear (2 units)
V20062J
Frame extension incl. 450 kg garage load 19)
V3055010
Security lock for habitation door
V2100610
Engine / Underride protection 65) 62)
V3023013
Bicycle rack for two bicycles, manually lowerable, max. load 50 kg 75)
V3023012
Bicycle rack for 4 bicycles, max. load: 60 kg 75)
V3009011
Electric roof vent with function supply and exhaust air at kitchen 22) 23)
V3011016
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed, rear bedroom 76)
Outfitting
V2082013
Cab seats, upholstered in living area fabric, swivelling, height- and tilt adjustable with 2 armrests
V30310J
Checker plate floor as well as felt trim in the rear garage
V50100J
External shower, located in garage
Living and bedroom + lighting

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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390,350,290,290,790,100,495,1.190,1.450,1.990,350,590,69)

0
4
16
25
32

790,-

39

140,70,290,490,720,-

0
0
0
0
0

1.450,1.750,690,590,690,395,395,495,300,290,1.090,450,450,590,-

32
63
15
8
30
2
9
30
0.5
15.5
17
14
5
12

790,395,290,-

10
18.5
1

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

V4044017
V60285J

Comfort L-shaped seating group with lounge cushions, longitudinal / transverse sliding table and 2 built-in 3point belts
Bed conversion for comfort L-shaped seating group incl. additional cushion and lowerable table involving the
cab seat
Sleeping system with cup-slatted bed frame for rear bed(s)
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
XXL bed, extra long mattress incl. semi-high wardrobe (instead of floor-to-ceiling wardrobe)
Additional cushion for further sleeping possibility including the cab seat
Additional cushion between the longitudinal single beds with ladder
4 pillows
Ambient lighting

V4034011
V60170J
V4006110
V60280J
V60260J
V60030J
V50290J
Kitchen
V4020012
Cooker- / oven combination
V40310130
152 l compressor fridge
Bathroom
V40210J
Wooden shower slats
Installation & Technology
V5028013
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler and 1,800 W electric bar heater
V5028021
6 kW Diesel warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler, altitude kit and 1,800 W electric bar heater
V5028014
Warm water heating 78)
V30325J
Gas bottle slide out
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx 24)
V50250J
V50230J
V5012511
V5012512
V5012612
V5047029
V80288J
V5020010
V5033014
V3064012
Multimedia

Gas filter for automatic gas bottle changeover 24)
External gas socket with shut-off valve
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 25)
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer
Third habitation battery HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) 26)
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W 76) 73)
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 2 x Twin-USB (USB-A/C) incl. kitchen wall paneling
Electric floor tempering in habitation area and central walkway 79) 28) 77)
Roof AirCon, 2,400 W
Toilet vent

77)

26) 25)

22" or 32" TV bracket
22" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER Smart-Multimedia system
V5054513
(DVB-T / C, DVB-S2) incl. receiver 31)
32" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER Smart-Multimedia system
V5054514
(DVB-T / C, DVB-S2) incl. receiver 31)
Second Smart LED-TV in the bedroom, 22" TV with built-in speakers, DVD drive, DVB-T / C, DVB-S2, wiring
V5055011
as well as wall bracket 32)
V50440116
Digital flat antenna, without receiver
V50440123
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, without receiver
V50440124
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, Twin LNB
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100904014 Furniture finish: Noce Cognac
V100704132 Fabric combination: Lorane
V100704131 Fabric combination: Jandia
V100704076 Fabric combination: Grazia (Eco Tech Material)
V100704091 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Dalana
V100704125 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Marquis
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
V100704067 Leather: Napoli
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
V602104009 Carpet: Samona

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

Excess weight (kg)*

ML-T 580

a)

ML-T 570

Price €
495,-

10

395,-

5

490,250,350,395,450,195,590,-

3
1
2.5
5
4
2
1

890,395,-

29
0

160,-

3

590,1.990,2.890,695,370,-

1
2
55
15
3

195,195,490,2.890,2.890,1.690,495,690,2.290,295,-

0
1
30
25
25
16
3
10
33
1

370,-

4

1.290,-

7

1.790,-

10

1.440,-

13

2.690,2.890,3.190,-

17
14.5
15.5

990,990,990,2.990,2.990,395,395,-

0
0
0
0
4
4
6.5
6.5
7
7

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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Packages
Line2
Equipment Line Plus 54) 80)
Line3
Equipment Line Premium 54) 80)
V8011512
Driver Assistance package 55) 54)
V8028914
Style package
V8039012
Living Comfort package 4
V8007113
Autonomy package XL
V8007112
Autonomy package Lithium
V8005015
Arctic package 81)
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Excess weight (kg)*

7.190,9.980,1.990,1.190,1.390,4.715,6.690,5.775,-

46
51
0
2
10
62
57
111.5

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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ML-T 580

a)

ML-T 570

Price €

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER ML-T CROSSOVER

ML-T 570 CrossOver
Price a)€

a)

143.500,-

Standard chassis

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 419 CDI

Drive

All Wheel Drive

kW (hp)

140 (190)

Length / Width / Height (cm)

689 / 222 / 305

Body length (exterior), approx. cm
Body width / Internal width (cm)

212 / 205

Standing height in living area (cm)

198

Wheelbase (mm)

3665

Mass in running order (kg)*

3465 (3292 - 3638)*

Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*

282

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

4100

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

1780

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

4

Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)

2)

83)

41 / 34 / 34

Overall clearance storage- / garage door resp. flap W x H
(cm)

75 x 121

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

189 x 80 / 179 x 80

Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)

175 x 79

Berths

3

Bathroom W x D (cm)

105 x 83

Wardrobe W x D x H (cm)

90 x 71 x 85

Kitchen, W x D x H, approx. cm

94 x 58 x 93

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)

152

Standard heating

Diesel warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 5kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

120

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

Waste water tank (l)

100

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 AGM

Additional habitation batteries (Ah)

2 x 150 Ah Lithium

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

82)

674

8/3/6

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.
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ML-T 570 CrossOver

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER ML-T CROSSOVER

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.1 t - 419 CDI - 140 KW/190 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
Permanent All Wheel Drive incl. 93 l fuel tank
Exterior cab color: Tenorite gray (Metallic)
Exterior body color: Crystal-Silver Metallic
Mercedes-Benz Original ladder-type frame
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function (x19 CDI)
22 l AdBlue tank
Adaptive Brake Light
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Chrome grill
Bumper, attachment parts and grill frame painted in vehicle color
LED Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
LED High-Performance headlights
Fog lights with cornering light
Mud flaps, rear axle
Reinforced front axle
Trailer hitch pre-installation
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen
Windscreen made of laminated glass
Heated windscreen
16" steel rim (black) with studded tires (All Terrain)
16'' steel spare wheel with studded tires (All Terrain) incl. mounting bracket on the outside of the rear wall
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator
Outside temperature display
Electric cab windows and central locking for cab
Electric parking brake
Driver and passenger airbag
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C connections with 5 V as well as one additional 12 V socket)
Leather steering wheel (automatic transmission only)
Steering wheel, height and tilt adjustable
Open shelf cockpit passenger side
Breakdown kit (air compressor with additional valve)
Power steering
Fully automatic climate control THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / ASR (Anti-Slip Control) / EBV (Electric Brake Force Distribution) and ESP (Electric Stability Program)
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Active Brake Assist
Active Lane Keeping Assist
Automatic headlight control
Hill Start Assist
Electric immobilizer
High Beam Assist
Headlight range adjustment
Traffic Sign Assist
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Body
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
Garage load up to 350 kg (optional 450 kg). Please note the axle load.
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
Exterior flap to load the L-shaped seating group from outside, LH side
Large garage doors, LH and RH side
Electric entrance step, 1-step
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
Skylight (clear glass) above rear bed(s) with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) in bathroom with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
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ML-T 570 CrossOver
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed with LED lighting, living room
Roof rack with rear ladder without checker plate roof panel
LED Lightbar 11"
Engine / Underride protection
Electric roof vent with function supply and exhaust air at kitchen
Design graphics: CrossOver
Panoramic skylight above cab, manually hinged
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind, integrated waste bin as well as 2-way lock
Outfitting
Original Mercedes-Benz Comfort seat, upholstered in living area fabric
Front seating group with 2 integrated 3-point belts
Mosquito net on habitation door
Cab blinds
Flyscreen and blackout blinds on all windows
Checker plate floor as well as felt trim in the rear garage
External shower, located in garage
Tool set (folding spade, axe) in rear storage compartment
Living and bedroom + lighting
Comfort L-shaped seating group with lounge cushions, longitudinal / transverse sliding table and 2 built-in 3-point belts
Bed conversion for L-shaped seating group incl. lowerable table
Sleeping Comfort system with cup-slatted bed frame and Multizone cold foam mattress(es) for rear bed(s)
Additional cushion between the longitudinal single beds with ladder
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
4 pillows
Partitioning curtain between bed- and living room
Ambient lighting
Complete LED interior lighting
LED awning light
Kitchen
Kitchen drawer with Servo Soft feature
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide
3-burner cooker with ignition fuse, electric ignition, flame guard and glass cover
152 l compressor fridge
Bathroom
Second toilet cassette incl. bracket located in gas bottle compartment
Wooden shower slats
Installation & Technology
6 kW Diesel warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler, altitude kit and 1,800 W electric bar heater
Gas bottle compartment with access via the external flap / door
LCD keypad for heating
230 V external connection with earth leakage circuit breaker for 230 V & 12 V
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Reinforced battery, 12 V, 95 Ah AGM
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 2 x Twin-USB (USB-A/C) incl. kitchen wall paneling
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer
Third habitation battery HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium)
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W
Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,800 W with network priority circuit
120 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
100 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
Electric waste water drainage
Multimedia
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl. SatNav, Voice Control, steering wheel multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen as well as reversing camera
Radio / TV pre-installation at sideboard incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab, the alcove as well as the rear bedroom, radio and DVB-T2
antenna
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Fabric combination: Denver

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication
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a)

Chassis
V201103880 Weight variant 3,880 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 / 419 CDI only)
Basis
V3071010
Central locking for cab, habitation as well as garage doors
V20855J
Seat heating and lumbar support for Original Mercedes-Benz seats
Body
V2007111
Trailer hitch, detachable ball head (incl. pre-installation)
V20062J
Frame extension incl. 450 kg garage load
V3055010
Security lock for habitation door
Installation & Technology
V3064012
Toilet vent
Multimedia
V5054611
32" TV bracket
32" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER Smart-Multimedia system (DVB-T /
V5054514
C, DVB-S2) incl. receiver
V50440123
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, without receiver
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

260,-

0

495,720,-

0

1.750,495,300,-

63
30
0.5

295,-

1

370,-

4

1.790,-

10

2.890,-

14.5

2.990,-

6.5

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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Excess weight (kg)*

Price €

ML-T 570 CrossOver

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER ML-T CROSSOVER

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT T

B-MC T 550
Price a)€

a)

Standard chassis
Drive

B-MC T 600

B-MC T 680

B-MC T 690

101.500,-

101.500,-

104.400,-

106.800,-

106.800,-

Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter 315 CDI

Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter 315 CDI

Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter 315 CDI

Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter 315 CDI

Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter 315 CDI

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

110 (150)

110 (150)

110 (150)

110 (150)

kW (hp)
Length / Width / Height (cm)

B-MC T 580

699 / 229 / 296

Body width / Internal width (cm)

1)

699 / 229 / 296

219 / 212

Standing height in living area (cm)
Wheelbase (mm)

1)

719 / 229 / 296

219 / 212

1)

219 / 212

739 / 229 / 296

110 (150)
1)

219 / 212

739 / 229 / 296

1)

219 / 212

198

198

198

198

198

3900

3900

4000

4200

4200

Mass in running order (kg)* 2990 (2841 - 3140)* 2955 (2807 - 3103)* 3020 (2869 - 3171)* 3035 (2883 - 3187)* 3070 (2917 - 3224)*
Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment
(kg)*

150

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

3500

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*
Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)

4-5

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)
Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)

118

3500

2)

2000

3)

4

2000

3)

41 / 34 / 34

90 x 123

90 x 123

4-5

205 x 142
200 x 110 - 72

Berths
Bathroom W x D (cm)

4-5

3500

2)
3)

41 / 34 / 34

2000
4-5

2)
3)

41 / 34 / 34

99 x 123 / 99 x 99

188 x 130 - 105

188 x 130 - 105

188 x 130 - 105

197 x 86 / 189 x 86

202 x 86 / 190 x 86

185 - 195 x 150

200 x 110 - 40

200 x 110 - 40

200 x 110 - 40

2-3

125 x 85

3)

2000

99 x 123 / 99 x 99

172 x 72

2-5

66

3500

2)

41 / 34 / 34

188 x 130 - 105
2x 192 x 86 / 215 x
86 / 192 x 86

101

3500

2)

41 / 34 / 34

Overall clearance storage- / garage door resp. flap W x H
(cm)
Bed dimension: Pull-down bed L x W (cm)

185

2-5

90 x 115 / 90 x 94

2-5

2-5
90 x 80

125 x 85

125 x 85

90 x 80
73 x 77

73 x 77

71 x 70 x 83 / 51 x 74
x 67

23 x 60 x 115 / 23 x
60 x 115
93 x 98 x 93

Separate shower W x D (cm)
Wardrobe W x D x H (cm)

35 x 55 x 188

22 x 55 x 188

56 x 80 x 83 / 51 x
74 x 67

Kitchen, W x D x H, approx. cm

93 x 98 x 93

94 x 59 x 93

93 x 98 x 93

93 x 98 x 93

142

142

142

142

142

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

180

180

180

180

180

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

20

20

20

Waste water tank (l)

150

150

150

150

150

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 AGM

95 AGM

95 AGM

95 AGM

95 AGM

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

4/2/4

4/2/4

4/2/4

4/2/4

4/2/4

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)
Standard heating

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.
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Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 315 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis

40)

Exterior colors: White cab / White body
Exterior body color: White
SLC Chassis (Super Light Chassis / Super lightweight chassis)
6-speed transmission
65 l fuel tank
22 l AdBlue tank
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Electric parking brake
Mercedes-Benz noise reduction: Engine compartment insulation and underbody paneling
Comfort suspension chassis
Mud flaps, rear axle
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
Reinforced front axle
Trailer hitch pre-installation
16" steel rims with full wheel cover and all season tires
Electric cab windows and central locking for cab
Driver and passenger airbag 84)
Cupholder driver and passenger seat
Semi-automatic climate control TEMPMATIK
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
Multifunctional steering wheel
Warm air auxiliary heating, electric
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / ASR (Anti-Slip Control) / EBV (Electric Brake Force Distribution) and ESP (Electric Stability
Program)
Automatic headlight control
ECO Start-Stop feature
Crosswind Assist
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Body
Exterior flap to load the L-shaped seating group from outside, LH side
Electric entrance step, 1-step
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
Garage load up to 350 kg (optional 450 kg). Please note the axle load.
Large garage doors, LH and RH side
Large loading compartment with external access incl. extra deep cellar compartment and access from the inside
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind and integrated waste bin
Heated double floor incl. cellar compartments
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
Cab curtain made of high-quality pleated fabric
Panoramic skylight above cab, manually hinged
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed with LED lighting, living room 85)
Skylight (clear glass) above rear bed(s) with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) in bathroom with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) above separate shower with blackout blind, mosquito net as well as integrated clothes rail, 40 x 40 cm
Outfitting
Original Mercedes-Benz Comfort seat, upholstered in living area fabric 42) 41)
Front seating group with 2 integrated 3-point belts
Cab blinds
Mosquito net on habitation door
Living and bedroom + lighting
Function integration into furniture elements
Multi-zone cold foam mattress incl. high-quality mattress pad (knitted fabric) for ventilation in the rear
Modern, linear interior design
Optimal space and generous sense of space
Complete LED interior lighting
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B-MC T 690

B-MC T 680

B-MC T 600

B-MC T 580

B-MC T 550

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT T

B-MC T 690

B-MC T 680

B-MC T 600

B-MC T 580

B-MC T 550
Lighting dimmable (via push button)
LED worktop lighting
LED awning light
Kitchen
Kitchen drawer with Servo Soft feature
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide
142 l Smart-Tower fridge
Extra deep sink with tight-fitting chopping board and high water tap
Large cooker with glass cover and front panel operation
Installation & Technology
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler
LCD keypad for heating
Warm air heating in the rear bedroom, adjustable separately
Extra low gas bottle compartment for easy gas bottle change with comfy access via external door
7" touch display for convenient control and monitoring of important vehicle features and components
Twin USB at seating group
HYMER Connect: Control and monitor important components and features of your vehicle conveniently with the HYMER
Connect app - anytime, anywhere. 86)
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Reinforced battery, 12 V, 95 Ah AGM
180 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
150 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
Electric waste water drainage with dashboard switch
Multimedia
Radio / TV pre-installation incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab, the front bed as well as the rear, radio and DVB-T2
antenna
DAB Radio pre-installation
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Grand Oak
Fabric combination: Janeiro
Packages
Extended standard equipment without surcharge

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication
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EQUIPMENT LINES HYMER B-CLASS MODERNCOMFORT T
Extended standard equipment
without surcharge

Equipment Line Plus

Equipment Line Premium

Semi-automatic climate control
TEMPMATIK
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel
multifunction buttons
Electric parking brake
Multifunctional steering wheel
Reinforced front axle
DAB Radio pre-installation
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl.
Hold function
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl.
SatNav, Voice Control, steering wheel
multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen as
well as reversing camera
Leather steering wheel (automatic
transmission only)
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl.
steering wheel multifunction buttons
Instrument cluster with color display
Mercedes-Benz acoustics package
LED High-Performance headlights
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging
with charge level indicator
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C
connections with 5 V as well as one
additional 12 V socket)
Fully automatic climate control
THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor
Excess weight Equipment line (kg)*

36

41

Package price €

0

7.680,-

10.680,-

Special price €

7.190,-

9.980,-

490,-

700,-

You save €

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

PACKAGES HYMER B-CLASS MODERNCOMFORT T
Package
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A
charger and battery computer
Third habitation battery (95 Ah AGM)
Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,800 W with network priority circuit
Third habitation battery HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium)

Autonomy package XL

Autonomy package Lithium

x

x

x
x

x
x

Package price €

4.930,-

7.470,-

Special price €

4.715,-

6.690,-

215,-

780,-

62

57

You save €
Excess weight (kg)*
Driver Assistance package
Active Lane Keeping Assist
Attention Assist
High Beam Assist
Traffic Sign Assist
Heated windscreen
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen

Price €
590,90,390,390,450,290,-

Package price

2.200,-

Special price

1.990,-

You save

210,-

Excess weight (kg)*

Style package
Chrome grill
Bumper, attachment parts and grill frame painted in vehicle color
Fog lights with cornering light

0

Price €
350,790,290,-

Package price

1.430,-

Special price

1.190,-

You save

240,-

Excess weight (kg)*

Arctic package
Heat exchanger for warm water heating
Heat exchanger pre-installation, Mercedes-Benz
Warm water garage floor heating
Checker plate floor as well as felt trim in the rear garage
Insulated partitioning curtain for cab, double-layered sewn
Insulating mat for cab footwell, supplied loose
Auxiliary heating (supports heating when heating up the vehicle)
Warm water heating

2

Price €
990,395,495,395,350,165,850,2.890,-

Package price

6.530,-

Special price

4.875,-

You save

1.655,-

Excess weight (kg)*

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

89.5

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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Living Comfort package 4
Wooden shower slats
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
4 pillows
Ambient light system : 4-level light system with dynamic and individual control of the illumination (incl. light temperature) as well as
atmospheric base illumination
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB (incl. kitchen wall paneling)

Price €
160,250,195,690,495,-

Package price

1.790,-

Special price

1.390,-

You save

400,-

Excess weight (kg)*

10

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Excess weight (kg)*

B-MC T 690

B-MC T 680

B-MC T 600

a)

B-MC T 580

Price €

B-MC T 550

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT T

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 317 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E 8) 40)
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.43 t - 415 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E 43) 87)
43) 87) 8)

1.990,1.390,-

0
13

3.380,-

13
0

V201103500

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.43 t - 417 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E
Downplating to 3.5 t (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)

V201103880
V201104500

Weight variant 3,880 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)
Weight variant 4,500 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)

Basis
V20250115

Exterior cab color: Black / Gray

390,-

0

V20250119
V20250144

Exterior cab color: Obsidian black (Metallic)
Exterior cab color: Tenorite gray (Metallic)

1.450,1.450,-

0
0

V20250146
V3003011

Exterior cab color: Iridium silver (Metallic)
Exterior body color: Crystal-Silver Metallic

1.450,2.990,-

0
30

V2051092
V2052020

92 l fuel tank
Chrome grill 45)

390,350,-

22
2

V2062111
V3051019

Fog lights with cornering light
Bumper, attachment parts and grill frame painted in vehicle color

290,790,-

0
0

V2113010
V3071010
V2021027
V2021027
V2021041
V20410J
V2049813
V20855J
Body
V30522150
V30522150
V30522160
V30522160
V2007111
V3014014
V3014012
V30330J

Wet Wiper System (windscreen wiper with integrated spray nozzles)
Central locking for cab, habitation as well as garage doors 63)
16" alloy wheels (black) with all season tires 87) 13)
16" alloy wheels (silver) with all season tires 87) 13)
17" alloy wheels (silver) with summer tires 13) 89)
Cupholder instead of storage compartment
Open shelf cockpit passenger side
Seat heating and lumbar support for Original Mercedes-Benz seats

100,495,1.190,1.190,1.450,70,140,720,-

0

1.450,1.450,1.590,1.590,1.750,690,590,690,-

32
32
35
35
63
15
8
30

395,-

2

395,495,300,450,1.090,415,450,590,7.990,-

9
30
0.5
14
17
4
5
12
83

590,-

38

790,-

10

720,-

0

V30020102
V20460J
V20062J
V3055010
V3023012
V3023013
V3028012
V3009011
V3011016
V2045012
Outfitting
V4062010
V2082013
V20855J

46) 45)
48)

Awning with adapter, white housing, 400 x 250 cm 90) 18) 91)
Awning with adapter, silver housing, 400 x 250 cm 90) 18) 91)
Awning with adapter, white housing, 450 x 250 cm 91) 18)
Awning with adapter, silver housing, 450 x 250 cm 91) 18)
Trailer hitch, detachable ball head (incl. pre-installation) 92) 19)
Roof rack with rear ladder and checker plate roof panel 72) 73) 74)
Roof rack with rear ladder without checker plate roof panel 74)
GRP roof coating 20) 72)
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind, integrated waste bin as well as 2-way
lock 21)
Comfort jacks, rear (2 units) 93)
Frame extension incl. 450 kg garage load 19)
Security lock for habitation door
Bicycle rack for 4 bicycles, max. load: 60 kg
Bicycle rack for two bicycles, manually lowerable, max. load 50 kg
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, LH side, rear
Electric roof vent with function supply and exhaust air at kitchen 22) 23) 94)
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed, rear bedroom 95)
Hydraulic lift system with automatic front and rear levelling 93) 96)
5th seat with lap belt on seat bench, RH side against direction of travel 97) 98)
Cab seats, upholstered in living area fabric, swivelling, height- and tilt adjustable with 2
armrests
Seat heating and lumbar support for pilot seats

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

0
0

88)

0
0
4
0
0
0

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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V3037510
ISOFIX (child seat fixation for seat bench)
V4052016
Premium round table, extendable with real wood surface 103) 104)
V4040510
Drawer and insert tray storage space in seating group
V50100J
External shower, located in garage
V4036611
Sense of space - open shelves in the rear instead of overhead lockers
V30310J
Checker plate floor as well as felt trim in the rear garage
V2101010
Underfloor storage box incl. pull-out on the RH side
Living and bedroom + lighting
V60280J
Additional cushion for further sleeping possibility including the cab seat
V60280J
Bed conversion for seating group incl. additional cushion and lowerable table 97)
Comfort L-shaped seating group with lounge cushions, longitudinal / transverse sliding table
V4044017
and 2 built-in 3-point belts
Bed conversion for comfort L-shaped seating group incl. additional cushion and lowerable
V60285J
table involving the cab seat 105)
V60285J
Bed conversion for L-shaped seating group incl. lowerable table 97) 105)
V4034011
Sleeping system with cup-slatted bed frame for rear bed(s)
Lowerable double bed above the seating group with cold foam mattress, electric incl. roof
V40220E
integration 106) 91) 107)
V40370J
Queensbed in the rear, electrically height adjustable
V4006110
XXL bed, extra long mattress incl. semi-high wardrobe (instead of floor-to-ceiling wardrobe)
V60260J
Additional cushion between the longitudinal single beds incl. integrated comfort access
Ambient light system : 4-level light system with dynamic and individual control of the
V5029211
illumination (incl. light temperature) as well as atmospheric base illumination 108)
Kitchen
V4020012
Cooker- / oven combination
Installation & Technology
V5028013
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler and 1,800 W electric bar heater
V5028014
Warm water heating 109) 78)
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx 24)
V30325J
Gas bottle slide out
V50250J
Gas filter for automatic gas bottle changeover 24)
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 25)
HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery
V5012513
computer 38) 25)
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery
V5012512
computer 25) 26)
V5047029
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W 95) 73) 94)
V5033014
Roof AirCon, 2,400 W 22)
V3064012
Toilet vent 110)
V5069710
Water filter for fresh water system
Multimedia
22" or 32" TV bracket
22" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER SmartV5054513
Multimedia system with Bluetooth® (DVB-T / C, DVB-S2) incl. receiver 31)
32" LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER Smart-Multimedia
V5054514
system with Bluetooth® (DVB-T / C, DVB-S2) incl. receiver 31)
Second Smart LED-TV in the bedroom, 22" TV with built-in speakers, DVD drive, DVB-T / C,
V5055011
DVB-S2, wiring as well as wall bracket 32)
V50440116
Digital flat antenna, without receiver
V50440123
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, without receiver
V50440124
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, Twin LNB
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100904014 Furniture finish: Noce Cognac
V100704132 Fabric combination: Lorane

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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260,595,295,290,-

Excess weight (kg)*

B-MC T 690

B-MC T 680

B-MC T 600

B-MC T 580

a)

99) 100) 101) 102)

B-MC T 550

Price €

395,450,-

3.5
6.5
3
1
-4
18.5
18

395,450,-

5
5

495,-

10

395,-

5

450,490,-

5
3

2.790,-

40

415,350,450,-

5
2.5
4

690,-

1

890,-

29

590,2.890,370,695,195,195,490,-

1
55
3
15
0
1
30

1.190,-

10

2.890,-

25

1.690,2.290,295,250,-

16
33
1
1

370,-

4

1.290,-

7

1.790,-

10

1.440,-

13

2.690,2.890,3.190,-

17
14.5
15.5

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

0
0

V100704131 Fabric combination: Jandia
V100704076 Fabric combination: Grazia (Eco Tech Material)
V100704091 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Dalana
V100704125 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Marquis
V100704133 Leather-/ fabric combination: La Paz
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
V100704067 Leather: Napoli
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
V602104009 Carpet: Samona
Packages
V8011615
Equipment Line Plus
V8011715
Equipment Line Premium
V8011513
Driver Assistance package 111) 55)
V8028914
Style package 46)
V8007113
Autonomy package XL
V8007112
Autonomy package Lithium
V8005014
Arctic package 81) 112)
V8039011
Living Comfort package 4
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Excess weight (kg)*

B-MC T 690

B-MC T 680

B-MC T 600

B-MC T 580

a)

B-MC T 550

Price €

990,990,990,2.990,2.990,2.990,395,395,-

0
0
4
4
4
6.5
6.5
7
7

7.190,9.980,1.990,1.190,4.715,6.690,4.875,1.390,-

36
41
0
2
62
57
89.5
10

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT T WHITELINE

B-MC T 550 WhiteLine
Price a)€

a)

Standard chassis
Drive
kW (hp)
Length / Width / Height (cm)
Body width / Internal width (cm)

116.700,-

119.600,-

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 417 CDI

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 417 CDI

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

125 (170)

125 (170)

699 / 229 / 296

719 / 229 / 296

219 / 212

219 / 212

Standing height in living area (cm)

198

198

3900

4000

3152 (2994 - 3310)*

3182 (3023 - 3341)*

Wheelbase (mm)
Mass in running order (kg)*
Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*
Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*
Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

886

4430

4430

2)

4-5

1450

2)

4-5

41 / 34 / 34

41 / 34 / 34

90 x 123

90 x 123

Bed dimension: Front bed, L x W, approx. cm

188 x 130 - 105

188 x 130 - 105

Bed dimension: Pull-down bed L x W (cm)

188 x 130 - 105

188 x 130 - 105

205 x 142

197 x 86 / 189 x 86

200 x 110 - 72

200 x 110 - 40

Overall clearance storage- / garage door resp. flap W x H
(cm)

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)
Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)
Berths
Bathroom W x D (cm)

2-5

2-5

125 x 85

125 x 85

Wardrobe W x D x H (cm)

35 x 55 x 188

56 x 80 x 83 / 51 x 74 x 67

Kitchen, W x D x H, approx. cm

93 x 98 x 93

93 x 98 x 93

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)

142

142

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

180

180

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

Waste water tank (l)

150

150

Standard heating

Starter battery, Ah

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

95

95

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 AGM

95 AGM

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

8/3/6

8/3/6

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in
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918
1450

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*
Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)

B-MC T 600 WhiteLine

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.

B-MC T 600 WhiteLine

B-MC T 550 WhiteLine

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT T WHITELINE

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.43 t - 417 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
Exterior colors: White cab / White body
Exterior body color: White
SLC Chassis (Super Light Chassis / Super lightweight chassis)
22 l AdBlue tank
Mercedes-Benz noise reduction: Engine compartment insulation and underbody paneling
Comfort suspension chassis
Mud flaps, rear axle
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
Automatic headlight control
Electric parking brake
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Electric cab windows and central locking for cab
Driver and passenger airbag 84)
Cupholder driver and passenger seat
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / ASR (Anti-Slip Control) / EBV (Electric Brake Force Distribution) and ESP (Electric Stability Program)
Crosswind Assist
Trailer hitch pre-installation
Warm air auxiliary heating, electric
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons (surcharge on Cruise Control)
Leather steering wheel (automatic transmission only)
92 l fuel tank
Bumper, attachment parts and grill frame painted in vehicle color
Chrome grill
Reinforced front axle
Semi-automatic climate control TEMPMATIK
16" alloy wheels (black) with all season tires
Active Brake Assist 43)
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Body
Electric entrance step, 1-step
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
Garage load up to 350 kg (optional 450 kg). Please note the axle load.
Large garage doors, LH and RH side
Large loading compartment with external access incl. extra deep cellar compartment and access from the inside
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind and integrated waste bin
Heated double floor incl. cellar compartments
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
Cab curtain made of high-quality pleated fabric
Panoramic skylight above cab, manually hinged
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed with LED lighting, living room 85)
Skylight (clear glass) above rear bed(s) with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) in bathroom with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) above separate shower with blackout blind, mosquito net as well as integrated clothes rail, 40 x 40 cm
Awning with adapter, white housing, 400 x 250 cm
Design graphics: WhiteLine
Outfitting
Drawer and insert tray storage space in seating group
Original Mercedes-Benz Comfort seat, upholstered in living area fabric
Living and bedroom + lighting
Function integration into furniture elements
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Wooden shower slats
Installation & Technology
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler
LCD keypad for heating
Warm air heating in the rear bedroom, adjustable separately
7" touch display for convenient control and monitoring of important vehicle features and components
HYMER Connect: Control and monitor important components and features of your vehicle conveniently with the HYMER Connect app anytime, anywhere.
Extra low gas bottle compartment for easy gas bottle change with comfy access via external door
Reinforced battery, 12 V, 95 Ah AGM
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
180 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
150 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
Electric waste water drainage with dashboard switch
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB (incl. kitchen wall paneling)
Multimedia
Radio / TV pre-installation incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab, the front bed as well as the rear, radio and DVB-T2 antenna
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl. SatNav, Voice Control, steering wheel multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen as well as reversing
camera
32" TV bracket
32" LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER Smart-Multimedia system with Bluetooth® (DVB-T / C, DVB-S2) incl.
receiver
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, without receiver
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Grand Oak
Fabric combination: Janeiro

Standard
On request (no extra cost)
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Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

B-MC T 600 WhiteLine

B-MC T 550 WhiteLine
Multi-zone cold foam mattress incl. high-quality mattress pad (knitted fabric) for ventilation in the rear
Modern, linear interior design
Optimal space and generous sense of space
Complete LED interior lighting
LED worktop lighting
LED awning light
Comfort L-shaped seating group with lounge cushions, longitudinal / transverse sliding table and 2 built-in 3-point belts
Bed conversion for L-shaped seating group incl. lowerable table
4 pillows
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
Ambient light system : 4-level light system with dynamic and individual control of the illumination (incl. light temperature) as well as
atmospheric base illumination 108)
Kitchen
Kitchen drawer with Servo Soft feature
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide
142 l Smart-Tower fridge
Extra deep sink with tight-fitting chopping board and high water tap
3-burner cooker with ignition fuse, electric ignition, flame guard and glass cover
Bathroom

PACKAGES HYMER B-CLASS MODERNCOMFORT T
WHITELINE
Package
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A
charger and battery computer
Third habitation battery (95 Ah AGM)

Autonomy package XL

Autonomy package Lithium

x

x

x

Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,800 W with network priority circuit
Third habitation battery HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium)

x

x
x

Package price €

5.070,-

7.470,-

Special price €

4.715,-

6.690,-

355,-

780,-

62

57

You save €
Excess weight (kg)*
Equipment Line Premium

Price €

LED High-Performance headlights
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator

1.990,220,-

Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C connections with 5 V as well as one additional 12 V socket)
Fully automatic climate control THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor

140,650,-

Package price

3.000,-

Special price

2.790,-

You save

210,-

Excess weight (kg)*

Driver Assistance package
Active Lane Keeping Assist
Attention Assist
High Beam Assist
Traffic Sign Assist
Heated windscreen
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen

5

Price €
590,90,390,390,450,290,-

Package price

2.200,-

Special price

1.990,-

You save

210,-

Excess weight (kg)*

Arctic package
Heat exchanger for warm water heating
Heat exchanger pre-installation, Mercedes-Benz
Warm water garage floor heating
Checker plate floor as well as felt trim in the rear garage
Insulated partitioning curtain for cab, double-layered sewn
Insulating mat for cab footwell, supplied loose
Auxiliary heating (supports heating when heating up the vehicle)
Warm water heating

0

Price €
990,395,495,395,350,165,850,2.890,-

Package price

6.530,-

Special price

4.875,-

You save

1.655,-

Excess weight (kg)*

89.5

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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Excess weight (kg)*

a)

B-MC T 600 WhiteLine

Price €

B-MC T 550 WhiteLine

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT T WHITELINE

Chassis
V201104500
V201103880

Weight variant 4,500 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)
Weight variant 3,880 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)

V201103500
Basis

Downplating to 3.5 t (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)

V2062111
V2113010

Fog lights with cornering light
Wet Wiper System (windscreen wiper with integrated spray nozzles)

V3071010
V20855J

88)

0
0
0
290,100,-

0
0

Central locking for cab, habitation as well as garage doors 63)
Seat heating and lumbar support for Original Mercedes-Benz seats

495,720,-

0

V20410J
V2049813

Cupholder instead of storage compartment
Open shelf cockpit passenger side

70,140,-

0
0

Body
V2007111

Trailer hitch, detachable ball head (incl. pre-installation)

V20062J
V3014014

48)

92) 19)

19)

Frame extension incl. 450 kg garage load
Roof rack with rear ladder and checker plate roof panel

72) 73) 74)

V3014012
Roof rack with rear ladder without checker plate roof panel 74)
V30330J
GRP roof coating 73) 20)
V30020102
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind, integrated waste bin as well as 2-way lock 21)
V20460J
Comfort jacks, rear (2 units)
V3023013
Bicycle rack for two bicycles, manually lowerable, max. load 50 kg
V3023012
Bicycle rack for 4 bicycles, max. load: 60 kg
V3055010
Security lock for habitation door
V3009011
Electric roof vent with function supply and exhaust air at kitchen 22) 23) 94)
V3011016
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed, rear bedroom
V3028012
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, LH side, rear
Outfitting
V2082013
Cab seats, upholstered in living area fabric, swivelling, height- and tilt adjustable with 2 armrests
V20855J
Seat heating and lumbar support for pilot seats
V3037510
ISOFIX (child seat fixation for seat bench) 100) 101) 99)
V4062010
5th seat with lap belt on seat bench, RH side against direction of travel 97) 98)
V50100J
External shower, located in garage
Living and bedroom + lighting
V40220E
Lowerable double bed above the seating group with cold foam mattress, electric incl. roof integration
V4034011
Sleeping system with cup-slatted bed frame for rear bed(s)
V60260J
Additional cushion between the longitudinal single beds incl. integrated comfort access
Kitchen
V4020012
Cooker- / oven combination
Installation & Technology
V5028013
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler and 1,800 W electric bar heater
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx 24)
V50250J
Gas filter for automatic gas bottle changeover 24)
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 25)
V5047029
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W 95) 73) 94)
V5033014
Roof AirCon, 2,400 W 22)
V3064012
Toilet vent 110)
Multimedia

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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106) 91)

1.690,-

63

495,690,-

30
15

555,690,395,395,1.090,450,300,450,590,415,-

8
30
2
9
17
14
0.5
5
12
4

790,720,260,590,290,-

10
0
3.5
38
1

2.790,490,450,-

40
3
4

890,-

29

590,370,195,195,490,1.690,2.290,295,-

1
3
0
1
30
16
33
1

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Second Smart LED-TV in the bedroom, 22" TV with built-in speakers, DVD drive, DVB-T / C, DVB-S2, wiring
as well as wall bracket 32)
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100904014 Furniture finish: Noce Cognac
V100704131 Fabric combination: Jandia
V100704132 Fabric combination: Lorane
V100704076 Fabric combination: Grazia (Eco Tech Material)
V100704091 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Dalana
V100704125 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Marquis
V100704133 Leather-/ fabric combination: La Paz
V100704067 Leather: Napoli
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
V602104009 Carpet: Samona
Packages
V8011715
Equipment Line Premium
V8011513
Driver Assistance package 111) 113) 55)
V8007113
Autonomy package XL
V8007112
Autonomy package Lithium
V5055011

V8005014
Arctic package 81) 112)
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Excess weight (kg)*

B-MC T 600 WhiteLine

a)

B-MC T 550 WhiteLine

Price €
1.440,-

13

990,990,990,2.990,2.990,2.990,395,395,-

0
0
0
0
4
4
4
6.5
6.5
7
7

2.790,1.990,4.715,6.690,-

5
0
62
57

4.875,-

89.5

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT I

B-MC I 550
Price a)€

a)

Standard chassis
Drive

118.200,-

120.900,-

123.100,-

123.100,-

Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter 315 CDI

Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter 315 CDI

Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter 315 CDI

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

110 (150)

110 (150)

110 (150)

110 (150)

699 / 229 / 296

1)

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

1)

219 / 212

198

198

198

4200

4200

3100 (2945 - 3255)* 3140 (2983 - 3297)* 3165 (3007 - 3323)* 3195 (3035 - 3355)*
45

3

3500

2)

2000

3)

4

3500

2)

2000

3)

41 / 34 / 34

90 x 123

90 x 123

194 x 145 / 2x 194 x
65
205 x 142

56

4-5

26

3500

2)
3)

41 / 34 / 34

2000
3-5

3500

2)
3)

41 / 34 / 34

2000
3-5

2)
3)

41 / 34 / 34

99 x 123 / 99 x 99

99 x 123 / 99 x 99

194 x 145 / 2x 194 x
65

194 x 145 / 2x 194 x
65

194 x 145 / 2x 194 x
65

194 x 145 / 2x 194 x
65

2x 192 x 86 / 215 x
86 / 192 x 86

197 x 86 / 189 x 86

202 x 86 / 190 x 86

195 x 150

200 x 110 - 77

172 x 70

4-5

4

125 x 85

90 x 115 / 90 x 94

200 x 110 - 50

200 x 110 - 50

4-5

4-5

200 x 110 - 50
4-5
90 x 80

125 x 85

125 x 85

90 x 80
73 x 77

73 x 77

71 x 70 x 83 / 51 x 74
x 67

23 x 60 x 115 / 23 x
60 x 115
93 x 98 x 93

Separate shower W x D (cm)
Wardrobe W x D x H (cm)

35 x 55 x 188

22 x 55 x 188

56 x 70 x 83 / 51 x
74 x 67

Kitchen, W x D x H, approx. cm

93 x 98 x 93

94 x 59 x 93

93 x 98 x 93

93 x 98 x 93

142

142

142

142

142

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

180

180

180

180

180

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

20

20

20

Waste water tank (l)

150

150

150

150

150

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 AGM

95 AGM

95 AGM

95 AGM

95 AGM

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

4/2/4

4/2/4

4/2/4

4/2/4

4/2/4

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)
Standard heating

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in
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219 / 212

739 / 229 / 296

4000

41 / 34 / 34

Bathroom W x D (cm)

110 (150)
1)

198

4-5

Berths

219 / 212

739 / 229 / 296

3900

3500

Overall clearance storage- / garage door resp. flap W x H
(cm)

1)

198

2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

719 / 229 / 296

219 / 212

30

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

1)

3900

Mass in running order (kg)* 3115 (2959 - 3271)*
Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment
(kg)*

Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)

699 / 229 / 296

219 / 212

Wheelbase (mm)

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

B-MC I 690

Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter 315 CDI

Standing height in living area (cm)

Bed dimension: Pull-down bed L x W (cm)

B-MC I 680

118.200,-

Body width / Internal width (cm)

Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)

B-MC I 600

Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter 315 CDI

kW (hp)
Length / Width / Height (cm)

B-MC I 580

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.

B-MC I 690

B-MC I 680

B-MC I 600

B-MC I 580

B-MC I 550

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT I

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 315 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis

40)

Smooth aluminium skin, Color: Carrara white
SLC Chassis (Super Light Chassis / Super lightweight chassis)
6-speed transmission
65 l fuel tank
22 l AdBlue tank
Exterior mirrors suspended, in vehicle colour, electrically heated and adjustable, incl. wide-angle mirror
Mercedes-Benz noise reduction: Engine compartment insulation and underbody paneling
Comfort suspension chassis
LED Daytime running light and LED indicator integrated in HYMER headlights
Mud flaps, front and rear axle
Reinforced front axle
Trailer hitch pre-installation
16" steel rims with full wheel cover and all season tires
Cupholder instead of storage compartment
Electric parking brake
Driver and passenger airbag 84)
Cupholder driver and passenger seat
Semi-automatic climate control TEMPMATIK
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
Multifunctional steering wheel
Warm air auxiliary heating, electric
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / ASR (Anti-Slip Control) / EBV (Electric Brake Force Distribution) and ESP (Electric Stability
Program)
Automatic headlight control
ECO Start-Stop feature
Crosswind Assist
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Body
Exterior flap to load the L-shaped seating group from outside, LH side
Electric entrance step, 1-step
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
Garage load up to 350 kg (optional 450 kg). Please note the axle load.
Large garage doors, LH and RH side
Large loading compartment with external access incl. extra deep cellar compartment and access from the inside
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind and integrated waste bin
Window in habitation door incl. blackout blind and integrated waste bin
Heated double floor incl. cellar compartments
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
Skylight (clear glass) above rear bed(s) with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) in bathroom with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) above separate shower with blackout blind, mosquito net as well as integrated clothes rail, 40 x 40 cm
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed with LED lighting, living room
Outfitting
Mosquito net on habitation door
Cab seats, upholstered in living area fabric, swivelling, height- and tilt adjustable with 2 armrests
Comfort L-shaped seating group with Lounge cushions and 2 integrated 3-point belts
Luxury table: 360° rotatable, longitudinally and transversably displaceable
Cab blinds made of high-quality pleated fabric
Living and bedroom + lighting
Pull-down bed, manual
Function integration into furniture elements
Multi-zone cold foam mattress incl. high-quality mattress pad (knitted fabric) for ventilation in the rear
Modern, linear interior design
Optimal space and generous sense of space
Complete LED interior lighting
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Twin USB at seating group
Electric waste water drainage with dashboard switch
Multimedia
Radio / TV pre-installation incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab, the front bed as well as the rear bedroom, radio and
DVB-T2 antenna
DAB Radio pre-installation
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Grand Oak
Fabric combination: Janeiro
Packages
Extended standard equipment without surcharge

Standard
On request (no extra cost)
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Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

B-MC I 690

B-MC I 680

B-MC I 600

B-MC I 580

B-MC I 550
LED worktop lighting
Night lighting with toggle switch
LED awning light
Lighting dimmable (via push button)
Kitchen
Kitchen drawer with Servo Soft feature
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide
142 l Smart-Tower fridge
Extra deep sink with tight-fitting chopping board and high water tap
Installation & Technology
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler
LCD keypad for heating
Cab heating concept with increased warm air heating incl. heated dashboard in the living condition
Warm air heating in the rear bedroom, adjustable separately
Extra low gas bottle compartment for easy gas bottle change with comfy access via external door
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Reinforced battery, 12 V, 95 Ah AGM
180 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
150 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
7" touch display for convenient control and monitoring of important vehicle features and components
HYMER Connect: Control and monitor important components and features of your vehicle conveniently with the HYMER
Connect app - anytime, anywhere. 86)

EQUIPMENT LINES HYMER B-CLASS MODERNCOMFORT I
Extended standard equipment
without surcharge

Equipment Line Plus

Equipment Line Premium

Semi-automatic climate control
TEMPMATIK
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel
multifunction buttons
Electric parking brake
Multifunctional steering wheel
Reinforced front axle
DAB Radio pre-installation
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl.
Hold function
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl.
SatNav, Voice Control, steering wheel
multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen as
well as reversing camera
Leather steering wheel (automatic
transmission only)
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl.
steering wheel multifunction buttons
Instrument cluster with color display
Mercedes-Benz acoustics package
HYMER Premium Full-LED headlights
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging
with charge level indicator
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C
connections with 5 V as well as one
additional 12 V socket)
Fully automatic climate control
THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor
Excess weight Equipment line (kg)*

36

39

Package price €

0

7.680,-

10.385,-

Special price €

7.190,-

9.680,-

490,-

705,-

You save €

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PACKAGES HYMER B-CLASS MODERNCOMFORT I
Package
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A
charger and battery computer
Third habitation battery (95 Ah AGM)
Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,800 W with network priority circuit
Third habitation battery HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium)

Autonomy package XL

Autonomy package Lithium

x

x

x
x

x
x

Package price €

5.070,-

7.470,-

Special price €

4.715,-

6.690,-

355,-

780,-

62

57

You save €
Excess weight (kg)*

Living Comfort package 4
Wooden shower slats
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
4 pillows
Ambient light system : 4-level light system with dynamic and individual control of the illumination (incl. light temperature) as well as
atmospheric base illumination
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB (incl. kitchen wall paneling)

Price €
160,250,195,690,495,-

Package price

1.790,-

Special price

1.390,-

You save

400,-

Excess weight (kg)*

B-Class MC I Arctic package
Warm water heating
Heat exchanger for warm water heating
Heat exchanger pre-installation, Mercedes-Benz
Warm water garage floor heating
Checker plate floor as well as felt trim in the rear garage
Insulating glazing for cab side windows and cab door
External insulation windscreen mat
Insulating mat for cab footwell, supplied loose
Auxiliary heating (supports heating when heating up the vehicle)

10

Price €
2.890,990,395,495,395,995,415,165,850,-

Package price

7.590,-

Special price

5.650,-

You save

1.940,-

Excess weight (kg)*

95.5

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Excess weight (kg)*

B-MC I 690

B-MC I 680

B-MC I 600

a)

B-MC I 580

Price €

B-MC I 550

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT I

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 317 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E 8) 40)
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.43 t - 415 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E 43) 87)

1.990,1.390,-

0
13

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.43 t - 417 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E 43) 87) 8)
Weight variant 3,880 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)

3.380,-

V201103880

13
0

V201104500
V201103500

Weight variant 4,500 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)
Downplating to 3.5 t (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)

Basis
V3003011

Exterior color: Crystal-Silver Metallic

3.990,-

30

V2051092
V2052510

92 l fuel tank
Chrome version front (grill / fog light cover)

390,590,-

22
0

V2062110
V2062112

Halogen fog lights 34)
LED fog lights incl. static cornering light

290,790,-

1
1.5

V3071010
V2021027

Central locking for cab, habitation as well as garage doors
16" alloy wheels (black) with all season tires 13) 87)

695,1.190,-

0

V2021027
V2021041

16" alloy wheels (silver) with all season tires 13) 87)
17" alloy wheels (silver) with summer tires 13) 89)

1.190,1.450,-

0
4

V2049813
V2027811
Body
V30522160
V30522160
V30522170
V30522170
V2007111
V3014014
V3014012

Open shelf cockpit passenger side
Active Brake Assist 43)

140,590,-

0
0

1.590,1.590,1.695,1.695,1.750,690,590,-

35
35
38
38
63
15
8

450,-

8

690,7.990,-

30
83

395,-

2

395,495,1.090,450,195,415,590,590,195,450,-

9
30
17
14
3
4
12
1
2
5

720,260,295,590,495,290,-

0
3.5
3
38
0
1

V3020211
V30330J
V2045012
V30020102
V20460J
V20062J
V3023013
V3023012
V3072010
V3028012
V3011016
V3055012
V3008010
V3009011
Outfitting
V20855J
V3037510
V4040510
V4062010
V6001014
V50100J

88)

48)
63)

Awning with adapter, white housing, 450 x 250 cm 18)
Awning with adapter, silver housing, 450 x 250 cm 18)
Awning with adapter, white housing, 500 x 250 cm 18)
Awning with adapter, silver housing, 500 x 250 cm 18)
Trailer hitch, detachable ball head (incl. pre-installation) 92) 19)
Roof rack with rear ladder and checker plate roof panel 72) 73) 74)
Roof rack with rear ladder without checker plate roof panel 74)
Electric entrance step on driver's door (when opening the driver's door the step automatically
extends)
GRP roof coating 20) 72)
Hydraulic lift system with automatic front and rear levelling 96) 93)
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind, integrated waste bin as well as 2-way
lock 21)
Comfort jacks, rear (2 units) 93)
Frame extension incl. 450 kg garage load 19)
Bicycle rack for two bicycles, manually lowerable, max. load 50 kg
Bicycle rack for 4 bicycles, max. load: 60 kg
Lockable compartment, RH side
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, LH side, rear
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed, rear bedroom
Security lock for cab and habitation door
Skylight in the front with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm 37)
Electric roof vent with function supply and exhaust air at kitchen 22) 23)
Seat heating and lumbar support for pilot seats
ISOFIX (child seat fixation for seat bench) 99) 100) 101) 102)
Drawer and insert tray storage space in seating group
5th seat with lap belt on seat bench, RH side against direction of travel 98) 97) 114)
Roller blind for windscreen (can be pulled from bottom to top), manual 13)
External shower, located in garage

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

0
0

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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V40070J
V4052016

Front overhead lockers instead of pull-down bed (incl. kitchen skylight)
Premium round table, extendable with real wood surface 104) 103)
Multifunctional sideboard instead of couch incl. seating, shoe- and multimedia compartment
V40430J
as well as 2 x 230 V and 1 Twin-USB socket 115) 116) 114)
V4036611
Sense of space - open shelves in the rear instead of overhead lockers
V30310J
Checker plate floor as well as felt trim in the rear garage
V2101010
Underfloor storage box incl. pull-out on the RH side
Living and bedroom + lighting
V4034010
Sleeping system with cup-slatted bed frame for front bed
V4034011
Sleeping system with cup-slatted bed frame for rear bed(s)
V40220MA
Pull-down bed with single bed feature, manual 117)
V40370J
Queensbed in the rear, electrically height adjustable
V4006110
XXL bed, extra long mattress incl. semi-high wardrobe (instead of floor-to-ceiling wardrobe)
Bed conversion for comfort L-shaped seating group incl. additional cushion and lowerable
V60285J
table involving the cab seat
V60285J
Bed conversion for L-shaped seating group incl. lowerable table 97)
V60260J
Additional cushion between the longitudinal single beds incl. integrated comfort access
Ambient light system : 4-level light system with dynamic and individual control of the
V5029211
illumination (incl. light temperature) as well as atmospheric base illumination 108)
Kitchen
V4020012
Cooker- / oven combination
Installation & Technology
V5028013
V5028014
V30325J
V5026013
V50250J
V50230J
V5012511
V5012513
V5012512
V5047029
V80288J
V5033014
V3064012
V5069710
Multimedia

6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler and 1,800 W electric bar heater
Warm water heating 109) 78)
Gas bottle slide out
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx 24)
Gas filter for automatic gas bottle changeover 24)
External gas socket with shut-off valve
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 25)
HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery
computer 38) 118) 25)
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery
computer 25) 26)
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W 73)
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB (incl. kitchen wall paneling)
Roof AirCon, 2,400 W 22)
Toilet vent
Water filter for fresh water system

22" or 32" TV bracket
22" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER SmartV5054513
Multimedia system with Bluetooth® (DVB-T / C, DVB-S2) incl. receiver 31)
32" LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER Smart-Multimedia
V5054514
system with Bluetooth® (DVB-T / C, DVB-S2) incl. receiver 31)
Second Smart LED-TV in the bedroom, 22" TV with built-in speakers, DVD drive, DVB-T / C,
V5055011
DVB-S2, wiring as well as wall bracket 32)
V50440116
Digital flat antenna, without receiver
V50440123
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, without receiver
V50440124
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, Twin LNB
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100904014 Furniture finish: Noce Cognac
V100704132 Fabric combination: Lorane
V100704131 Fabric combination: Jandia
V100704076 Fabric combination: Grazia (Eco Tech Material)
V100704091 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Dalana

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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Excess weight (kg)*

B-MC I 690

B-MC I 680

B-MC I 600

B-MC I 580

a)

B-MC I 550

Price €
550,595,-

-16
6.5

750,-

15

395,450,-

-4
18.5
18

450,490,1.290,415,350,-

3
3
15
5
2.5

395,-

5

450,450,-

5
4

690,-

1

890,-

29

590,2.890,695,370,195,195,490,-

1
55
15
3
0
1
30

1.190,-

10

2.890,-

25

1.690,495,2.290,295,250,-

16
3
33
1
1

370,-

4

1.290,-

7

1.790,-

10

1.440,-

13

2.690,2.890,3.190,-

17
14.5
15.5

990,990,-

0
0
0
0
4

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

V100704125 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Marquis
V100704133 Leather-/ fabric combination: La Paz
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
V100704067 Leather: Napoli
V602104009 Carpet: Samona
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
Packages
V8011615
Equipment Line Plus
V8011715
Equipment Line Premium
V8039010
Living Comfort package 4
V8007113
Autonomy package XL
V8007112
Autonomy package Lithium
V8005013
B-Class MC I Arctic package 8)
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Excess weight (kg)*

B-MC I 690

B-MC I 680

B-MC I 600

B-MC I 580

a)

B-MC I 550

Price €
990,2.990,2.990,2.990,395,395,-

4
4
6.5
6.5
7
7

7.190,9.680,1.390,4.715,6.690,5.650,-

36
39
10
62
57
95.5

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT I WHITELINE

B-MC I 550 WhiteLine
Price a)€

a)

Standard chassis
Drive
kW (hp)
Length / Width / Height (cm)
Body width / Internal width (cm)

132.400,-

135.100,-

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 417 CDI

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 417 CDI

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

125 (170)

125 (170)

699 / 229 / 296

719 / 229 / 296

219 / 212

219 / 212

Standing height in living area (cm)

198

198

3900

4000

3268 (3105 - 3431)*

3293 (3128 - 3458)*

Wheelbase (mm)
Mass in running order (kg)*
Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*
Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*
Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*
Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)

Bed dimension: Pull-down bed L x W (cm)
Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)
Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)

4430

2)

41 / 34 / 34
90 x 123
194 x 145 / 2x 194 x 65
205 x 142
200 x 110 - 77
4-5

1450

2)

4-5
41 / 34 / 34
99 x 123 / 99 x 99
194 x 145 / 2x 194 x 65
197 x 86 / 189 x 86
200 x 110 - 50
4-5

85 x 125

85 x 125

Wardrobe W x D x H (cm)

35 x 55 x 188

56 x 70 x 83 / 51 x 74 x 67

Kitchen, W x D x H, approx. cm

93 x 98 x 93

93 x 98 x 93

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)

142

142

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

180

180

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

Waste water tank (l)

150

150

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 AGM

95 AGM

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

8/3/6

8/3/6

Standard heating

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in
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780

4430
4-5

Berths
Bathroom W x D (cm)

807
1450

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*
Overall clearance storage- / garage door resp. flap W x H
(cm)

B-MC I 600 WhiteLine

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.

B-MC I 600 WhiteLine

B-MC I 550 WhiteLine

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT I WHITELINE

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.43 t - 417 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
Smooth aluminium skin, Color: Carrara white
SLC Chassis (Super Light Chassis / Super lightweight chassis)
22 l AdBlue tank
Exterior mirrors suspended, in vehicle colour, electrically heated and adjustable, incl. wide-angle mirror
Mercedes-Benz noise reduction: Engine compartment insulation and underbody paneling
Comfort suspension chassis
Mud flaps, front and rear axle
LED Daytime running light and LED indicator integrated in HYMER headlights
Automatic headlight control
Driver and passenger airbag

84)

Cupholder driver and passenger seat
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / ASR (Anti-Slip Control) / EBV (Electric Brake Force Distribution) and ESP (Electric Stability Program)
Crosswind Assist
Cupholder instead of storage compartment
Trailer hitch pre-installation
Warm air auxiliary heating, electric
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons (surcharge on Cruise Control)
Leather steering wheel (automatic transmission only)
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
92 l fuel tank
Chrome version front (grill / fog light cover)
Electric parking brake
Reinforced front axle
Semi-automatic climate control TEMPMATIK
16" alloy wheels (black) with all season tires
Active Brake Assist 43)
Body
Electric entrance step, 1-step
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
Garage load up to 350 kg (optional 450 kg). Please note the axle load.
Large garage doors, LH and RH side
Large loading compartment with external access incl. extra deep cellar compartment and access from the inside
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind and integrated waste bin
Heated double floor incl. cellar compartments
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed with LED lighting, living room
Skylight (clear glass) above rear bed(s) with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) in bathroom with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) above separate shower with blackout blind, mosquito net as well as integrated clothes rail, 40 x 40 cm
Cab door with electric power windows and entry lighting
Awning with adapter, white housing, 450 x 250 cm
Design graphics: WhiteLine
Outfitting
Cab seats, upholstered in living area fabric, swivelling, height- and tilt adjustable with 2 armrests
Luxury table: 360° rotatable, longitudinally and transversably displaceable
Cab blinds made of high-quality pleated fabric
Mosquito net on habitation door
Drawer and insert tray storage space in seating group
Living and bedroom + lighting
Pull-down bed, manual
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Large cooker with glass cover and front panel operation
Bathroom
Wooden shower slats
Installation & Technology
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler
LCD keypad for heating
Cab heating concept with increased warm air heating incl. heated dashboard in the living condition
Warm air heating in the rear bedroom, adjustable separately
7" touch display for convenient control and monitoring of important vehicle features and components
HYMER Connect: Control and monitor important components and features of your vehicle conveniently with the HYMER Connect app anytime, anywhere.
Extra low gas bottle compartment for easy gas bottle change with comfy access via external door
Reinforced battery, 12 V, 95 Ah AGM
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
180 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
150 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
Electric waste water drainage with dashboard switch
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB (incl. kitchen wall paneling)
Multimedia
Radio / TV pre-installation incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab, the front bed as well as the rear bedroom, radio and DVB-T2
antenna
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl. SatNav, Voice Control, steering wheel multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen as well as reversing
camera
32" LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER Smart-Multimedia system with Bluetooth® (DVB-T / C, DVB-S2) incl.
receiver
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, without receiver
32" TV bracket
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Grand Oak
Fabric combination: Janeiro

Standard
On request (no extra cost)
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Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

B-MC I 600 WhiteLine

B-MC I 550 WhiteLine
Function integration into furniture elements
Multi-zone cold foam mattress incl. high-quality mattress pad (knitted fabric) for ventilation in the rear
Modern, linear interior design
Optimal space and generous sense of space
Complete LED interior lighting
LED worktop lighting
Night lighting with toggle switch
LED awning light
Comfort L-shaped seating group with lounge cushions, longitudinal / transverse sliding table and 2 built-in 3-point belts
Bed conversion for L-shaped seating group incl. lowerable table
4 pillows
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
Ambient light system : 4-level light system with dynamic and individual control of the illumination (incl. light temperature) as well as
atmospheric base illumination 108)
Kitchen
Kitchen drawer with Servo Soft feature
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide
142 l Smart-Tower fridge
Extra deep sink with tight-fitting chopping board and high water tap

PACKAGES HYMER B-CLASS MODERNCOMFORT I
WHITELINE
Package
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A
charger and battery computer
Third habitation battery (95 Ah AGM)

Autonomy package XL

Autonomy package Lithium

x

x

x

Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,800 W with network priority circuit
Third habitation battery HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium)

x

x
x

Package price €

5.070,-

7.470,-

Special price €

4.715,-

6.690,-

355,-

780,-
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57

You save €
Excess weight (kg)*
Equipment Line Premium

Price €

HYMER Premium Full-LED headlights
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator

1.695,220,-

Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C connections with 5 V as well as one additional 12 V socket)
Fully automatic climate control THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor

140,650,-

Package price

2.705,-

Special price

2.490,-

You save

215,-

Excess weight (kg)*

B-Class MC I Arctic package
Warm water heating
Heat exchanger for warm water heating
Heat exchanger pre-installation, Mercedes-Benz
Warm water garage floor heating
Checker plate floor as well as felt trim in the rear garage
Insulating glazing for cab side windows and cab door
External insulation windscreen mat
Insulating mat for cab footwell, supplied loose
Auxiliary heating (supports heating when heating up the vehicle)

3

Price €
2.890,990,395,495,395,995,415,165,850,-

Package price

7.590,-

Special price

5.650,-

You save

1.940,-

Excess weight (kg)*

95.5

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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Excess weight (kg)*

a)

B-MC I 600 WhiteLine

Price €

B-MC I 550 WhiteLine

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS
MODERNCOMFORT I WHITELINE

Chassis
V201104500
V201103880

Weight variant 4,500 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)
Weight variant 3,880 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)

V201103500
Basis

Downplating to 3.5 t (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)

V2062110
V2062112

Halogen fog lights 34)
LED fog lights incl. static cornering light

V3071010
V2049813

Central locking for cab, habitation as well as garage doors
Open shelf cockpit passenger side

Body
V2007111

Trailer hitch, detachable ball head (incl. pre-installation)

V20062J
V2045012

Frame extension incl. 450 kg garage load 19)
Hydraulic lift system with automatic front and rear levelling

V3014014
V3014012

88)

119)
63)

92) 19)

96) 93)

72) 73) 74)

Roof rack with rear ladder and checker plate roof panel
Roof rack with rear ladder without checker plate roof panel

74)

V30330J
GRP roof coating 73) 20)
V20460J
Comfort jacks, rear (2 units)
V3020211
Electric entrance step on driver's door (when opening the driver's door the step automatically extends)
V30020102
Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind, integrated waste bin as well as 2-way lock 21)
V3055012
Security lock for cab and habitation door
V3023013
Bicycle rack for two bicycles, manually lowerable, max. load 50 kg
V3023012
Bicycle rack for 4 bicycles, max. load: 60 kg
V3072010
Lockable compartment, RH side
V3011016
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed, rear bedroom
V3008010
Skylight in the front with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm 37)
V3009011
Electric roof vent with function supply and exhaust air at kitchen 22) 23)
V3028012
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, LH side, rear
Outfitting
V20855J
Seat heating and lumbar support for pilot seats
V3037510
ISOFIX (child seat fixation for seat bench) 100) 101) 99)
V4062010
5th seat with lap belt on seat bench, RH side against direction of travel 97) 98)
V6001014
Roller blind for windscreen (can be pulled from bottom to top), manual 13)
V50100J
External shower, located in garage
V40070J
Front overhead lockers instead of pull-down bed (incl. kitchen skylight)
Living and bedroom + lighting
V40220MA
Pull-down bed with single bed feature, manual 117)
V4034010
Sleeping system with cup-slatted bed frame for front bed
V4034011
Sleeping system with cup-slatted bed frame for rear bed(s)
V60260J
Additional cushion between the longitudinal single beds incl. integrated comfort access
Kitchen
V4020012
Cooker- / oven combination
Installation & Technology
V5028013
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler and 1,800 W electric bar heater
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx 24)
V50250J
Gas filter for automatic gas bottle changeover 24)
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 25)

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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0
0
0
290,790,-

1
1.5

695,140,-

0

1.750,-

63

495,7.190,-

30
83

690,555,-

15
8

690,395,450,395,590,1.090,450,195,590,195,450,415,-

30
9
8
2
1
17
14
3
12
2
5
4

720,260,590,495,290,550,-

0
3.5
38
0
1
-16

1.290,450,490,450,-

15
3
3
4

890,-

29

590,370,195,195,490,-

1
3
0
1
30

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

V5047029
V5033014
V3064012
V5069710
Multimedia

Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W
Roof AirCon, 2,400 W 22) 73)
Toilet vent
Water filter for fresh water system

73)

Second Smart LED-TV in the bedroom, 22" TV with built-in speakers, DVD drive, DVB-T / C, DVB-S2, wiring
as well as wall bracket 32)
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100904014 Furniture finish: Noce Cognac
V100704132 Fabric combination: Lorane
V100704131 Fabric combination: Jandia
V100704076 Fabric combination: Grazia (Eco Tech Material)
V100704091 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Dalana
V100704125 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Marquis
V100704133 Leather-/ fabric combination: La Paz
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
V100704067 Leather: Napoli
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
V602104009 Carpet: Samona
V5055011

Packages
V8011715
Equipment Line Premium
V8007113
Autonomy package XL
V8007112
Autonomy package Lithium
V8005013
B-Class MC I Arctic package
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Excess weight (kg)*

B-MC I 600 WhiteLine

a)

B-MC I 550 WhiteLine

Price €
1.690,2.290,295,250,-

16
33
1
1

1.440,-

13

990,990,990,2.990,2.990,2.990,395,395,-

0
0
0
0
4
4
4
6.5
6.5
7
7

2.490,4.715,6.690,5.650,-

3
62
57
95.5

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER B-CLASS
MASTERLINE T

B-ML T 780
Price a)€

a)

121.100,-

Standard chassis

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 CDI

Drive

Front Wheel Drive

kW (hp)

110 (150)

Length / Width / Height (cm)

789 / 235 / 296

Body width / Internal width (cm)

225 / 218

Standing height in living area (cm)

198

Wheelbase (mm)

4500

Mass in running order (kg)*

3255 (3092 - 3418)*

Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*

806

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

4430

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

1450

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

4-5

Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)

3)

110 x 123

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

207 - 202 x 90

Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)

205 x 110 - 50

Berths

2-3

Bathroom W x D (cm)

90 x 80

Separate shower W x D (cm)

73 x 77

Wardrobe W x D x H (cm)

30 x 57 x 190

Kitchen, W x D x H, approx. cm

107 x 58-96 x 93

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)

153

Standard heating

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

180

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

Waste water tank (l)

150

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 AGM

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

4/2/6

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in
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2)

41 / 34 / 34

Overall clearance storage- / garage door resp. flap W x H
(cm)

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

1)

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.

B-ML T 780

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS MASTERLINE T

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.43 t - 415 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
Exterior colors: White cab / White body
Exterior body color: White
Low-frame chassis with through-loading feature
SLC Chassis (Super Light Chassis / Super lightweight chassis)
6-speed transmission
22 l AdBlue tank
92 l fuel tank
Automatic headlight control
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Mercedes-Benz noise reduction: Engine compartment insulation and underbody paneling
Comfort suspension chassis
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
Reinforced front axle
Trailer hitch pre-installation
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen
16" steel rims with full wheel cover and all season tires
Electric cab windows and central locking for cab
Electric parking brake
Driver and passenger airbag
Cupholder driver and passenger seat
Semi-automatic climate control TEMPMATIK
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
Multifunctional steering wheel
Warm air auxiliary heating, electric
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / ASR (Anti-Slip Control) / EBV (Electric Brake Force Distribution) and ESP (Electric Stability Program)
ECO Start-Stop feature
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Active Brake Assist
Crosswind Assist
Body
65 cm Maxi Comfort habitation door with inner shell, 2-way lock, window with blackout blind and waste bin
Electric entrance step, 1-step
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
Garage load up to 350 kg (optional 450 kg). Please note the axle load.
Large garage doors, LH and RH side
Large through-loading compartment with external access from both sides incl. extra deep basement compartment and access from the inside
Insulated GRP rear panel with integrated third brake light and design elements
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
Heated double floor incl. cellar compartments
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
Skylight (clear glass) above rear bed(s) with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) in bathroom with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) above separate shower with blackout blind, mosquito net as well as integrated clothes rail, 40 x 40 cm
Panoramic skylight above cab, manually hinged
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed with LED lighting, living room
Outfitting
Original Mercedes-Benz Comfort seat, upholstered in living area fabric 42) 41)
Cab blinds
Mosquito net on habitation door
Front seating group with 2 integrated 3-point belts
Living and bedroom + lighting
Function integration into furniture elements
Modern, linear interior design
Optimal space and generous sense of space
Sleeping Comfort system with cup-slatted bed frame and Multizone cold foam mattress(es) for rear bed(s)
Lighting dimmable (via push button)
Complete LED interior lighting
LED worktop lighting
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B-ML T 780
LED awning light
Ambient light system : 4-level light system with dynamic and individual control of the illumination (incl. light temperature) as well as atmospheric
base illumination 108)
Kitchen
Pantry
Kitchen drawer with Servo Soft feature
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide
Structure wall paneling also serving as splash guard
153 l Jumbo fridge
Extra deep sink with tight-fitting chopping board and high water tap
Large cooker with glass cover and front panel operation
Installation & Technology
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler
Warm air heating in the rear bedroom, adjustable separately
LCD keypad for heating
Extra low gas bottle compartment for easy gas bottle change with comfy access via external door
7" touch display for convenient control and monitoring of important vehicle features and components
HYMER Connect: Control and monitor important components and features of your vehicle conveniently with the HYMER Connect app - anytime,
anywhere. 86)
Twin USB at seating group
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Reinforced battery, 12 V, 95 Ah AGM
180 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
150 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
Electric waste water drainage with dashboard switch
Multimedia
DAB Radio pre-installation
Radio / TV pre-installation incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab, the front bed as well as the rear, radio and DVB-T2 antenna
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Grand Oak
Fabric combination: Janeiro
Packages
Extended standard equipment without surcharge

Standard
On request (no extra cost)
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Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

EQUIPMENT LINES HYMER B-CLASS MASTERLINE T
Extended standard equipment
without surcharge

Equipment Line Plus

Equipment Line Premium

Semi-automatic climate control
TEMPMATIK
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel
multifunction buttons
Electric parking brake
Multifunctional steering wheel
Reinforced front axle
DAB Radio pre-installation
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl.
Hold function
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl.
SatNav, Voice Control, steering wheel
multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen as
well as reversing camera
Leather steering wheel (automatic
transmission only)
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl.
steering wheel multifunction buttons
Instrument cluster with color display
Mercedes-Benz acoustics package
LED High-Performance headlights
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging
with charge level indicator
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C
connections with 5 V as well as one
additional 12 V socket)
Fully automatic climate control
THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor
Excess weight Equipment line (kg)*

36

41

Package price €

0

7.680,-

10.680,-

Special price €

7.190,-

9.980,-

490,-

700,-

You save €

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PACKAGES HYMER B-CLASS MASTERLINE T
Package
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A
charger and battery computer
Third habitation battery (95 Ah AGM)
Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,800 W with network priority circuit
Third habitation battery HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium)

Autonomy package XL

Autonomy package Lithium

x

x

x
x

x
x

Package price €

5.070,-

7.470,-

Special price €

4.715,-

6.690,-

355,-

780,-

62

57

You save €
Excess weight (kg)*
Driver Assistance package
Active Lane Keeping Assist
Attention Assist
High Beam Assist
Traffic Sign Assist
Heated windscreen
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen

Price €
590,90,390,390,450,290,-

Package price

2.200,-

Special price

1.990,-

You save

210,-

Excess weight (kg)*

0

Style package
Chrome grill
Bumper, attachment parts and grill frame painted in vehicle color
Fog lights with cornering light

Price €
350,790,290,-

Package price

1.430,-

Special price

1.190,-

You save

240,-

Excess weight (kg)*

2

Living Comfort package 3
Wooden shower slats
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB as well as comfort lights
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
4 pillows
Package price

Price €
160,495,250,195,1.100,-

Special price

900,-

You save

200,-

Excess weight (kg)*

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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7

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

B-Class ML T Arctic package
Heat exchanger for warm water heating
Heat exchanger pre-installation, Mercedes-Benz
Warm water garage floor heating
Insulated partitioning curtain for cab, double-layered sewn
Insulating mat for cab footwell, supplied loose
Auxiliary heating (supports heating when heating up the vehicle)
Warm water heating
Checker plate floor, felt trim as well as 2 additional lashing rails in the rear garage

Price €
990,395,495,350,165,850,2.890,495,-

Package price

6.630,-

Special price

4.875,-

You save

1.755,-

Excess weight (kg)*

93

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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a)

Excess weight (kg)*

Price €

B-ML T 780

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS MASTERLINE T

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.43 t - 417 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E 8)
Weight variant 3,880 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)
Weight variant 4,500 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only) 88)

V201103880
V201104500
Basis
V20250115
Exterior cab color: Black / Gray
V20250119
Exterior cab color: Obsidian black (Metallic)
V20250144
Exterior cab color: Tenorite gray (Metallic)
V20250146
Exterior cab color: Iridium silver (Metallic)
V3003011
Exterior body color: Crystal-Silver Metallic
V2052020
Chrome grill 45)
V2062111
Fog lights with cornering light
V3051019
Bumper, attachment parts and grill frame painted in vehicle color 46) 45)
V2058011
Four-circuit air suspension (2 axles) 120)
V2113010
Wet Wiper System (windscreen wiper with integrated spray nozzles) 48)
V2021027
16" alloy wheels (black) with all season tires 13) 87)
V2021027
16" alloy wheels (silver) with all season tires 87) 13)
V2021041
17" alloy wheels (silver) with summer tires 13) 89)
V20410J
Cupholder instead of storage compartment
V2049813
Open shelf cockpit passenger side
V20855J
Seat heating and lumbar support for Original Mercedes-Benz seats
Body
V3052410
Roof awning incl. dimmable LED lighting, white housing, 450 x 300 cm 18)
V3052410
Roof awning incl. dimmable LED lighting, silver housing, 450 x 300 cm 18)
V2007111
Trailer hitch, detachable ball head (incl. pre-installation) 19)
V30330J
GRP roof coating 20)
V2045012
Hydraulic lift system with automatic front and rear levelling 93) 96)
V20460J
Comfort jacks, rear (2 units) 93)
V30020113
Comfort-Plus habitation door incl. closing aid, RFID (keyless) access as well as central locking
V20062J
Frame extension incl. 450 kg garage load 19)
V3055010
Security lock for habitation door
V3009011
Electric roof vent with function supply and exhaust air at kitchen 23)
V3011016
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed, rear bedroom
Outfitting
V2082013
Cab seats, upholstered in living area fabric, swivelling, height- and tilt adjustable with 2 armrests
V4052015
Premium round and extendable table with real wood frame 104) 103)
V4062010
5th seat with lap belt on seat bench, RH side against direction of travel 97)
V30310J
Checker plate floor, felt trim as well as 2 additional lashing rails in the rear garage
V30410J
Insulating mat for cab footwell, supplied loose
V50100J
External shower, located in garage
V20855J
Seat heating and lumbar support for pilot seats
V4040510
Drawer and insert tray storage space in seating group
V60240J
Insulated partitioning curtain for cab, double-layered sewn
Living and bedroom + lighting
V60280J
Bed conversion for seating group incl. additional cushion and lowerable table 97)
Comfort L-shaped seating group with lounge cushions, longitudinal / transverse sliding table and 2 built-in 3-point
V4044017
belts
V60285J
Bed conversion for L-shaped seating group incl. lowerable table 105) 97)
V60260J
Additional cushion between the longitudinal single beds incl. integrated comfort access
Kitchen
V40310129
TEC-Tower (153 l fridge/freezer unit, oven) 121) 13)
V4020012
Cooker- / oven combination 122)

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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1.990,-

0
0
0

390,1.450,1.450,1.450,2.990,350,290,790,11.990,100,1.190,1.190,1.450,70,140,720,-

0
0
0
0
30
2
0
0
52
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

2.190,2.190,1.750,690,7.990,395,990,495,300,450,590,-

52.6
52.6
63
30
83
9
2
30
0.5
5
12

790,595,590,495,165,290,720,295,350,-

10
2
38
22
3
1
0
3
2

450,-

5

495,-

10

450,450,-

5
4

690,890,-

10
29

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

V4028014
Hybrid cooker (gas- and induction cooker)
V4001511
Kitchen worktop made of solid surface
Bathroom
V5053010
Ceramic toilet
Installation & Technology
V5028013
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler and 1,800 W electric bar heater
V5028014
Warm water heating
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx 24)
V50250J
Gas filter for automatic gas bottle changeover 24)
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 25)
V5012513
HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer 38) 118) 25)
V5012512
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer 26) 25) 118)
V5047029
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W
V5033014
Roof AirCon, 2,400 W
V3064012
Toilet vent
V5069710
Water filter for fresh water system
Multimedia
32" LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER Smart-Multimedia system with Bluetooth®
V5054514
(DVB-T / C, DVB-S2), electric bracket as well as receiver
Second Smart LED-TV in the bedroom, 22" TV with built-in speakers, DVD drive, DVB-T / C, DVB-S2, wiring as
V5055011
well as wall bracket 32)
V50440116
Digital flat antenna, without receiver
V50440123
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, without receiver
V50440124
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, Twin LNB
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100904009 Furniture finish: Velvet Ash
V100704132 Fabric combination: Lorane
V100704131 Fabric combination: Jandia
V100704076 Fabric combination: Grazia (Eco Tech Material)
V100704091 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Dalana
V100704125 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Marquis
V100704133 Leather-/ fabric combination: La Paz
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
V100704067 Leather: Napoli
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
V602104009 Carpet: Samona
Packages
V8011615
Equipment Line Plus 54)
V8011715
Equipment Line Premium 54)
V8011519
Driver Assistance package 55)
V8028914
Style package 46)
V8039019
Living Comfort package 3
V8007113
Autonomy package XL
V8007112
Autonomy package Lithium
V8005023
B-Class ML T Arctic package 8)
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Excess weight (kg)*

a)

123)

B-ML T 780

Price €
695,1.590,-

2.5
10

495,-

10

590,2.890,370,195,195,490,1.190,2.890,1.690,2.290,295,250,-

1
55
3
0
1
30
10
25
16
33
1
1

1.890,-

10

1.440,-

13

2.690,2.890,3.190,-

17
14.5
15.5

990,990,990,2.990,2.990,2.990,395,395,-

0
0
0
0
4
4
4
6.5
6.5
7
7

7.190,9.980,1.990,1.190,900,4.715,6.690,4.875,-

36
41
0
2
7
62
57
93

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER B-CLASS
MASTERLINE I

B-ML I 780
Price a)€

a)

Standard chassis
Drive

146.900,-

160.800,-

160.800,-

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
415 CDI

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
415 CDI

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
415 CDI

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

110 (150)

110 (150)

110 (150)

789 / 235 / 296

1)

225 / 218

Standing height in living area (cm)

1)

110 (150)

899 / 235 / 296

225 / 218

1)

225 / 218

899 / 235 / 296

198

198

198

4500

4800

4800

3510 (3335 - 3686)*

3550 (3373 - 3728)*

4045 (3843 - 4247)*

551

511

1075

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

4430

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

1450

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

4-5

Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)
Overall clearance storage- / garage door resp. flap W x H
(cm)

4430

2)
3)

1450
4-5

4080 (3876 - 4284)*

880

3)

5500

/ 380

4-5

2)

3)

880

/ 380

4-5

2)

3)

41 / 34 / 34

41 / 34 / 34

41 / 34 / 34

41 / 34 / 34

110 x 123

90 x 114 / 90 x 94

110 x 123

90 x 114 / 90 x 94

Bed dimension: Pull-down bed L x W (cm) 197 x 145 / 2x 199 x 65

197 x 145 / 2x 199 x 65

197 x 145 / 2x 199 x 65

197 x 145 / 2x 199 x 65

207 x 90 / 202 x 90

200 x 156

2x 205 x 90

200 x 156

205 x 110 - 50

205 x 110 - 50

205 x 110 - 75

205 x 110 - 75

Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)
Berths

4-5

4-5

4-5

4-5

Bathroom W x D (cm)

90 x 80

90 x 80

90 x 80

90 x 80

Separate shower W x D (cm)

73 x 77

73 x 77

73 x 77

73 x 77

30 x 57 x 190

30 x 56 x 107 / 30 x 56 x
107

30 x 57 x 190 / 65 x 57 x
190

30 x 56 x 107 / 30 x 56 x
107 / 65 x 57 x 190

Wardrobe W x D x H (cm)
Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)

153

153

153

153

Warm water heating

Warm water heating

Warm water heating

Warm water heating

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

2x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

180

180

180

180

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

20

20

Waste water tank (l)

150

150

150

150

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 AGM

95 AGM

95 AGM

95 AGM

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

4/2/6

4/2/6

4/2/6

4/2/6

Standard heating

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

**

1040

5500

2)

1)

225 / 218

198

Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment
(kg)*

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication ** Estimated values

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in

73

789 / 235 / 296

4500

Wheelbase (mm)

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

B-ML I 890

146.900,-

Body width / Internal width (cm)

Mass in running order (kg)*

B-ML I 880

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
415 CDI

kW (hp)
Length / Width / Height (cm)

B-ML I 790

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.

B-ML I 890

B-ML I 880

B-ML I 790

B-ML I 780

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS MASTERLINE I

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.43 t - 415 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 5.5 t - 415 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
Smooth aluminium skin, Color: Carrara white
SLC Chassis (Super Light Chassis / Super lightweight chassis)
Low-frame chassis with through-loading feature
6-speed transmission
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function
92 l fuel tank
22 l AdBlue tank
Exterior mirrors suspended, in vehicle colour, electrically heated and adjustable, incl. wide-angle mirror
ECO Start-Stop feature
Chrome version front (grill / fog light cover)
Electric parking brake
Mercedes-Benz noise reduction: Engine compartment insulation and underbody paneling
Comfort suspension chassis
LED Daytime running light and LED indicator integrated in HYMER headlights
Mud flaps, front and rear axle
Tandem axle
Reinforced front axle
Trailer hitch pre-installation
16" steel rims with full wheel cover and all season tires
Driver and passenger airbag
Cupholder driver and passenger seat
Semi-automatic climate control TEMPMATIK
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / ASR (Anti-Slip Control) / EBV (Electric Brake Force Distribution) and ESP (Electric Stability Program)
Active Brake Assist
Automatic headlight control
Crosswind Assist
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Cupholder instead of storage compartment
Warm air auxiliary heating, electric
Body
Real glass side windows, superimposed
Electric entrance step, 1-step
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
Garage load up to 350 kg (optional 450 kg). Please note the axle load.
GRP roof coating 20)
Large through-loading compartment with external access from both sides incl. extra deep basement compartment and access from
the inside
Large garage doors, LH and RH side
Glossy grille with chrome trim
Insulated GRP rear panel with integrated third brake light and design elements
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
65 cm Maxi Comfort habitation door with inner shell, 2-way lock, window with blackout blind and waste bin
Heated double floor incl. cellar compartments
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
Skylight above pull-down bed with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) in bathroom with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight (frosted glass) above separate shower with blackout blind, mosquito net as well as integrated clothes rail, 40 x 40 cm
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed with LED lighting, living room
Skylight (clear glass) above rear bed(s) with blackout blind and mosquito net, 40 x 40 cm
Opening windows with blackout blind and mosquito net, LH and RH side, rear
Outfitting
Cab seats, upholstered in living area fabric, swivelling, height- and tilt adjustable with 2 armrests
Comfort L-shaped seating group with Lounge cushions and 2 integrated 3-point belts
Luxury table: 360° rotatable, longitudinally and transversably displaceable
Mosquito net on habitation door
Cab blinds made of high-quality pleated fabric
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Structure wall paneling also serving as splash guard
Bathroom
Saloon bathroom with separate shower, wash area, toilet and wardrobe
Installation & Technology
Warm water heating (incl. booster in the cab) incl. dashboard convectors
Extra low gas bottle compartment for easy gas bottle change with comfy access via external door
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Reinforced battery, 12 V, 95 Ah AGM
Electric waste water drainage with dashboard switch
180 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
150 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
7" touch display for convenient control and monitoring of important vehicle features and components
HYMER Connect: Control and monitor important components and features of your vehicle conveniently with the HYMER Connect
app - anytime, anywhere. 86)
Twin USB on seating group and in small cab cupboard
LCD keypad for heating
Multimedia
Radio / TV pre-installation incl. 12 V and 230 V socket, 2 speakers in the cab, the front bed as well as the rear bedroom, radio and
DVB-T2 antenna
DAB Radio pre-installation
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Grand Oak
Fabric combination: Janeiro
Packages
Extended standard equipment without surcharge (B-ML I 780 / 790)
Extended standard equipment without surcharge (B-ML I 880 / 890)

Standard
On request (no extra cost)
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Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

B-ML I 890

B-ML I 880

B-ML I 790

B-ML I 780
Living and bedroom + lighting
Queensbed in the rear, electrically height adjustable
Function integration into furniture elements
Pull-down bed, manual
Multi-zone cold foam mattress incl. high-quality mattress pad (knitted fabric) for ventilation in the rear
Modern, linear interior design
Optimal space and generous sense of space
Sleeping Comfort system with cup-slatted bed frame and Multizone cold foam mattress(es) for pull-down bed
Sleeping Comfort system with cup-slatted bed frame and Multizone cold foam mattress(es) for rear bed(s)
Lighting dimmable (via push button)
Complete LED interior lighting
LED worktop lighting
Night lighting with toggle switch
Ambient light system : 4-level light system with dynamic and individual control of the illumination (incl. light temperature) as well as
atmospheric base illumination 108)
Kitchen
Pantry
Kitchen drawer with Servo Soft feature
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide
153 l Jumbo fridge
Extra deep sink with tight-fitting chopping board and high water tap
Large cooker with glass cover and front panel operation

EQUIPMENT LINES HYMER B-CLASS MASTERLINE I
Extended
Extended
standard
standard
equipment
equipment
Equipment Line
without
without
Plus
surcharge (B-ML surcharge (B-ML
I 780 / 790)
I 880 / 890)

Equipment Line
Plus (B-ML I
880 / 890)

Equipment Line
Equipment Line
Premium (B-ML I
Premium
880 / 890)

Semi-automatic climate control
TEMPMATIK
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel
multifunction buttons
Electric parking brake
Multifunctional steering wheel
Reinforced front axle
DAB Radio pre-installation
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl.
Hold function
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl.
Hold function
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl.
SatNav, Voice Control, steering wheel
multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen as
well as reversing camera
Leather steering wheel (automatic
transmission only)
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl.
steering wheel multifunction buttons
Instrument cluster with color display
Mercedes-Benz acoustics package
HYMER Premium Full-LED headlights
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless
charging with charge level indicator
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C
connections with 5 V as well as one
additional 12 V socket)
Fully automatic climate control
THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor
Excess weight Equipment line (kg)*

36

6

39

9

Package price €

0

0

7.680,-

4.890,-

10.385,-

7.595,-

Special price €

7.190,-

4.500,-

9.680,-

6.990,-

490,-

390,-

705,-

605,-

You save €

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PACKAGES HYMER B-CLASS MASTERLINE I
Package
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A
charger and battery computer
Third habitation battery (95 Ah AGM)
Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,800 W with network priority circuit
Third habitation battery HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium)

Autonomy package XL

Autonomy package Lithium

x

x

x
x

x
x

Package price €

5.070,-

7.470,-

Special price €

4.715,-

6.690,-

355,-

780,-

62

57

You save €
Excess weight (kg)*
Living Comfort package 3
Wooden shower slats
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB as well as comfort lights
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
4 pillows
Package price

Price €
160,495,200,195,1.050,-

Special price

900,-

You save

150,-

Excess weight (kg)*

7

Arctic package SMART
Heat exchanger for warm water heating
Heat exchanger pre-installation, Mercedes-Benz
Warm water garage floor heating
External insulation windscreen mat
Insulating mat for cab footwell, supplied loose
Auxiliary heating (supports heating when heating up the vehicle)
Checker plate floor, felt trim as well as 2 additional lashing rails in the rear garage

Price €
990,395,495,415,165,850,495,-

Package price

3.805,-

Special price

2.575,-

You save

1.230,-

Excess weight (kg)*

39

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Excess weight (kg)*

B-ML I 890

B-ML I 880

a)

B-ML I 790

Price €

B-ML I 780

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER B-CLASS MASTERLINE I

Chassis

V201104500
V201105000
Basis
V3003011
V2062110
V2062112
V2058011
V2058014
V2021027
V2021027
V2021041
V2049813
Body
V3052410
V3052411
V3052410
V3052411
V2007111
V3020211
V2045012
V30020113
V20460J
V20062J
V3072010
V20391J
V3055012
V3009011
V3011016
Outfitting
V20855J
V4052015
V4062010
V4062011
V6001012
V30410J
V50100J

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.43 t - 417 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E 8)
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 5.5 t - 417 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E
Weight variant 4,500 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only) 88)
Weight variant 5,000 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 CDI only)
Exterior color: Crystal-Silver Metallic
Halogen fog lights 34)
LED fog lights incl. static cornering light 48)
Four-circuit air suspension (2 axles) 8)
Four-circuit air suspension (3 axles)
16" alloy wheels (black) with all season tires 13) 87)
16" alloy wheels (silver) with all season tires 87) 13)
17" alloy wheels (silver) with summer tires 13) 89)
Open shelf cockpit passenger side
Roof awning incl. dimmable LED lighting, white housing, 550 x 300 cm 18)
Roof awning incl. dimmable LED lighting, silver housing, 550 x 300 cm 18)
Roof awning incl. dimmable LED lighting, white housing, 600 x 300 cm 18)
Roof awning incl. dimmable LED lighting, silver housing, 600 x 300 cm 18)
Trailer hitch, detachable ball head (incl. pre-installation) 92) 19)
Electric entrance step on driver's door (when opening the driver's door the step automatically
extends)
Hydraulic lift system with automatic front and rear levelling 93)
Comfort-Plus habitation door incl. closing aid, RFID (keyless) access as well as central locking
Comfort jacks, rear (2 units) 93)
Frame extension incl. 450 kg garage load 19)
Lockable compartment, RH side
Electric windscreen warming
Security lock for cab and habitation door
Electric roof vent with function supply and exhaust air at kitchen 23)
HYMER panoramic skylight 80 x 50 cm, double-glazed, rear bedroom

Seat heating and lumbar support for pilot seats
Premium round and extendable table with real wood frame 124) 104)
5th seat with lap belt on seat bench, RH side against direction of travel 97)
5th seat with 3-point belt on seat bench, RH side in direction of travel 125) 97)
Electric front roller shutter with roller blind that can be drawn bottom up as well as sun visor
Insulating mat for cab footwell, supplied loose
External shower, located in garage
Multifunctional sideboard instead of couch incl. seating, shoe- and multimedia compartment as
V40430J
well as 2 x 230 V and 1 Twin-USB socket 126) 116) 115)
V40350J
Ladder for pull-down bed
V4040510
Drawer and insert tray storage space in seating group
V40070J
Front overhead lockers instead of pull-down bed 127)
V30310J
Checker plate floor, felt trim as well as 2 additional lashing rails in the rear garage
Living and bedroom + lighting
V40220E
Pull-down bed, electric
V40220EA
Pull-down bed with single bed feature, electric 124)
Pull-down bed with single bed feature incl. comfort sleeping system with cup-slatted bed frame,
V40220MA
manual 124)
V60285J
Bed conversion for L-shaped seating group incl. lowerable table 105) 97)

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

1.990,1.990,-

0
0
0
0

4.990,290,790,11.990,13.990,1.190,1.190,1.450,140,-

30
1
1.5
52
78
0
0
4
0

2.590,2.590,2.890,2.890,1.750,-

65
65
70
70
63

450,-

8

7.990,990,395,495,195,695,590,450,590,-

83
2
9
30
3
0
1
5
12

720,595,590,890,1.640,165,290,-

0
2
38
38
16
3
1

750,-

15

75,295,550,495,-

5
3
-16
22

1.495,1.995,-

3
18

1.290,-

15

450,-

5

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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V60260J
Additional cushion between the longitudinal single beds incl. integrated comfort access
Kitchen
V40310129
TEC-Tower (153 l fridge/freezer unit, oven) 121) 13)
V4020012
Cooker- / oven combination 122)
V4028014
Hybrid cooker (gas- and induction cooker) 123)
V4001511
Kitchen worktop made of solid surface
Bathroom
V5053010
Ceramic toilet
Installation & Technology
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx 24)
V50250J
Gas filter for automatic gas bottle changeover 24)
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 25)
HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer
V5012513
38) 118) 25)
V5012512
V5047029
V80288J
V5033014
V3064012
V5069710

Excess weight (kg)*

B-ML I 890

B-ML I 880

B-ML I 790

a)

B-ML I 780

Price €
450,-

4

690,890,695,1.590,-

10
29
2.5
10

495,-

10

370,195,195,490,-

3
0
1
30

1.190,-

10

26) 25)

2.890,-

25

Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W
Additional sockets: 4 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V / 1 x Twin-USB as well as comfort lights
Roof AirCon, 2,400 W
Toilet vent
Water filter for fresh water system

1.690,495,2.290,295,250,-

16
1
33
1
1

1.890,-

10

1.440,-

13

2.690,2.890,3.190,-

17
14.5
15.5

990,990,990,2.990,2.990,2.990,395,395,-

0
0
0
0
4
4
4
6.5
6.5
7
7

7.190,4.500,9.680,6.990,900,2.575,4.715,6.690,-

36
6
39
9
7
39
62
57

165,-

0

HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer

Multimedia
32" LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive, HYMER Smart-Multimedia system
with Bluetooth® (DVB-T / C, DVB-S2), electric bracket as well as receiver
Second Smart LED-TV in the bedroom, 22" TV with built-in speakers, DVD drive, DVB-T / C, DVBV5055011
S2, wiring as well as wall bracket 32)
V50440116
Digital flat antenna, without receiver
V50440123
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, without receiver
V50440124
Digital satellite dish, 80 cm, Twin LNB
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100904009 Furniture finish: Velvet Ash
V100704132 Fabric combination: Lorane
V100704131 Fabric combination: Jandia
V100704076 Fabric combination: Grazia (Eco Tech Material)
V100704091 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Dalana
V100704125 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Marquis
V100704133 Leather-/ fabric combination: La Paz
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
V100704067 Leather: Napoli
V602104009 Carpet: Samona
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
Packages
V8011615
Equipment Line Plus 54)
V8011615
Equipment Line Plus (B-ML I 880 / 890) 54)
V8011715
Equipment Line Premium 54)
V8011715
Equipment Line Premium (B-ML I 880 / 890) 54)
V8039014
Living Comfort package 3
V8005016
Arctic package SMART
V8007113
Autonomy package XL
V8007112
Autonomy package Lithium
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC
V5054514

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER VENTURE S

Venture S
Price a)€

a)

225.000,-

Standard chassis

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 419 CDI

Drive

All Wheel Drive

kW (hp)

140 (190)

Length / Width / Height (cm)

645 / 216 / 307

Body width / Internal width (cm)
Roof type

Sleeping roof

Standing height in living area (cm)

196

Wheelbase (mm)

3665

Mass in running order (kg)*

3567 (3389 - 3745)*

Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*

373

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

4100

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

1780

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

2)

2

Insulation Floor / Wall / Roof (mm)

41 / 34 / 34

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

190 x 120 - 110

Bed dimension: Sleeping roof, L X W, approx. cm

210 - 140 x 140

Berths

4

Bathroom W x D (cm)

127 x 67

Separate shower W x D (cm)

64 x 74

Wardrobe W x D x H (cm)

30 x 540 x 196

Kitchen, W x D x H, approx. cm

168 x 60 x 93

Standard heating

Diesel warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

1x 5kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

120

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

Waste water tank (l)

100

Additional habitation batteries (Ah)

4x80 Ah Lithium

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

1)

207 / 200

6/6/9

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.
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Venture S

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER VENTURE S

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.1 t - 419 CDI - 140 KW/190 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
Pastel: Pebble gray
Bumper, wheel arch and attachments made in ELASTOCOAT
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function
Permanent All Wheel Drive incl. 93 l fuel tank
22 l AdBlue tank
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Electric parking brake
LED High-Performance headlights
Fog lights with cornering light
Mud flaps, rear axle
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
Reinforced front axle
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen
Heated windscreen
16" steel rim (black) with studded tires (All Terrain)
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator
Electric cab windows and central locking for cab
Driver and passenger airbag
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C connections with 5 V as well as one additional 12 V socket)
Leather steering wheel (automatic transmission only)
Steering wheel, height and tilt adjustable
Fully automatic climate control THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor 128)
Wet Wiper System (windscreen wiper with integrated spray nozzles)
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / ASR (Anti-Slip Control) / EBV (Electric Brake Force Distribution) and ESP (Electric Stability Program)
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Active Brake Assist
Active Lane Keeping Assist
Automatic headlight control
Hill Start Assist
High Beam Assist
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
Traffic Sign Assist
Body
Design graphics in honeycomb look
Optimal PUAL Sandwich insulation alloy / alloy (41 mm floor, 34 mm wall and roof thickness)
GRP lightweight floor with XPS insulation
Rear platform with load capacity up to 350 kg
Airline rails on tailgate
Comfort-Plus habitation door incl. closing aid, RFID (keyless) access as well as central locking
External rear storage compartments, RH and LH side
Electric entrance step, 1 step, incl. Coming Home feature
Exclusive HYMER Multifunctional rear lights in LED-Hybrid technology
LED Light bar above cab
Front and rear underride protection
Underfloor storage box, LH side
Panorama window rear seating group
Framed kitchen window
Skylight sleeping roof, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight above seating group, 40 x 40 cm
Outfitting
Mercedes-Benz Comfort seat in living area fabric, height- and tilt adjustable, rotating, with 2 armrests and integral look 42) 41)
Seat base trim in leatherette on cab seats
Cab blinds
Mosquito net on habitation door and rear platform
Comfort push locks with genuine leather loops
Multifunctional wall panels with aluminium profiles (in bamboo look)
Desk / PC workstation with folding bamboo tabletop
Cab storage system with felt trim boxes
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Venture S
Stairway with bamboo steps
Lashing eyes on seating group
Felt-look wall paneling
Living room table with solid bamboo top, sliding
External shower in external storage compartment, LH side
Living and bedroom + lighting
4 pillows
HYMER Premium mattress with adjustable firmness level
Fitted sheets for sleeping roof
Complete LED interior lighting, warm white, dimmable
Ambient lighting (1 pendant luminaire, 2 luminaires in multifunctional wall)
Kitchen
Worktop extension incl. chopping board
Freely arrangeable kitchen drawers, extra wide
FENIX kitchen worktop, extra matt, anti-fingerprint
Waste bin
2-burner hob
Bathroom
Bathroom window
Make-up mirror, magnetic
Bamboo shower column
Installation & Technology
6 kW diesel warm air heating with warm water boiler as well as altitude kit
Warm air heating in the bedroom, can be regulated separately
7" touch display for convenient control and monitoring of important vehicle features and components
HYMER Smart Battery System 2.0 (4 x 80 Ah lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
3 x 115 W solar panels with MPPT control
Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,300 Watt incl. 70 A additional charger
120 l fresh water tank, insulated and heated (20 l in driving position)
100 l waste water tank, insulated and heated
Electric waste water drainage
Water filter for fresh water system
Multimedia
2 cab speakers, radio and DVB-T2 antenna
Networking of the technical components of vehicle body construction
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl. SatNav, Voice Control, steering wheel multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen as well as reversing camera
Mobile SONOS Smartspeaker incl. bracket for multifunction wall
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Native Bamboo
Fabric combination: Indiana
Cab carpet Venture S

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

54)

Not yet known at the time of publication
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a)

Chassis
V201103880 Weight variant 3,880 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 / 419 CDI only)
Basis
V20250166
Exterior color: Source blue metallic; 18" alloy rims Delta Beadlock (black) incl. studded tires 13)
V20855J
Seat heating and lumbar support for Original Mercedes-Benz seats
Body
V30522110
3 m awning, electric (12 V) with LED lighting
V2007111
Trailer hitch (ball head removable)
V30230J
Bicycle rack on airline rails for two bicycles, max. load 60 kg
V3055010
Security lock for habitation door
V20460J
Comfort jacks, rear (2 units)
V3012011
Electric skylight ventilator with supply and exhaust air function for seating group
Outfitting
V30490J
2 camping chairs + table (suitable for storage space seating group passenger side)
V4016210
SKOTTI gas grill incl. bracket in storage compartment
Bathroom
V5053010
Ceramic toilet
V3064012
Toilet vent (silent, steady air exchange during rinsing, no use of additional toilet chemicals necessary)
Installation & Technology
V5028021
6 kW Diesel warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler, altitude kit and 1,800 W electric bar heater 13)
V50230J
Gas connection in storage compartment
V5033015
Underfloor AirCon Truma Saphir Compact 1,800 W
Multimedia
V5012810
Compact beamer incl. bracket for multifunctional wall and canvas
V5073012
HYMER Premium Sound System in the cab
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100704123 Fabric combination: Gomera
V100704126 Leather / fabric combination: Moreno
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

260,-

0

14.490,720,-

25.5
0

1.990,1.990,390,290,395,450,-

30
24
13
0.5
9
5

490,250,-

14.5
4.5

495,395,-

10
0.5

580,195,1.990,-

2
1
24

1.290,850,-

3
0

2.990,-

0
6.5

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 84

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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Excess weight (kg)*

Price €

Venture S

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER VENTURE S

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

IMPORTANT NOTES
Abbreviations
ABS - Anti-lock Braking System
ASR - Anti-Slip Control - Traction Control
EDS - Electronic Differential Lock
ESC - Electronic Stability Control - ESP
HBA - Hydraulic Brake Assist
LAC - Load Adaptive Control
MSR - Engine Drag Torque Control
EBV - Electronic Brake-Force Distribution
Any modification in the Original factory condition of your vehicle may result in impaired driving and / or driving safety.
Please note that the standard equipment may be omitted when ordering optional extras. Individual package contents can sometimes be ordered
individually. Since not all dependencies of optional extras can be listed here, please check with your HYMER dealer.
Accessories and original spare parts recommended by Hymer GmbH & Co KG are designed, developed and approved specifically for your vehicle. Your
HYMER dealer supplies these products; he is informed about all the technical details and can perform the necessary work in the correct
manner. Accessories, add-on, conversion or installation parts not approved by Hymer GmbH & Co KG may cause damage to the vehicle and impair road
safety. Even if an expert's report, a parts BE or a type approval is available for these parts, there is no presumption of the proper condition of the product.
Please understand that for any damage caused by non-approved products or not permitted changes, Hymer GmbH & Co KG CANNOT be made liable.
Weight figures are approximate values. The payload stated in the price list is reduced by the weights stated in the price list if optional extras are fitted.
Please note: The alternative engine options available at extra cost, as well as all other chassis options such as automatic transmission and air
conditioning, result in a change in weight. The additional weight of the individual chassis and engine variants as well as chassis options are always
indicated in the chassis-related optional extras in the individual optional extras lists.
Please note: A maximum of 2 child seats are permitted on the bench seat in the living area, provided the table is removed and securely stowed. On an Lshaped seating group with fixed table, only one child seat is permitted beside the window. For this purpose, the side cushion must be removed and the
table top moved towards the centre of the vehicle and locked in place. Please observe the exact instructions in the corresponding operating instructions.
Please ensure that your observe the prescribed axle load when installing special parts attached to the rear of the vehicle, such as a motorcycle rack or
trailer hitch.
The prices indicated are only valid for optional extras if fitted with the production of a new vehicle. The retrofitting of certain optional extras is sometimes
not possible or associated with considerable additional costs.
This price list includes the series status at the time of printing. Despite checking the contents, errors can not be excluded. In the course of the model year,
we reserve the right to change equipment and to make product improvements. The layouts are partially shown with optional extras available at extra
cost, these are not part of the standard scope of delivery.
The water installation system is at least state-of-the-art as of 07/2011 (EG directive 2002/72/EG).
Before signing a sales contract, please inform yourself about our current product and series status with one of our approved HYMER dealers.
All prices are non-binding recommended retail prices in EURO including the legally valid value added tax (VAT) ex works. Costs for freight, registration
and handover are not included. Changes in price, design and equipment are possible without prior notice.
a) This is a recommended retail price based on German retail prices. Prices in other countries may differ due to currency conversion and country-specific
VAT, fees and import duties. For the latest information, please ask a local dealer for the prices applicable in your country.
This price list supersedes all previous ones.
Collection / Pick-up:
Collection / Pick-up of your HYMER motorhome at the factory is not possible.
Technical data:
*) Data not yet available at time of going to press
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FOOTNOTES
1) Overall width corresponds the measurement incl. wheel arches.
2) a) Up to 12 % incline: With increasing altitude, the engine power inevitably decreases. From 1,000 m above sea level and every further 1,000 m, 10 % of
the trailer load must be deducted from the total towing capacity. b) The specification is the maximum towing capacity, taking into account the overall
towing weight of the chassis variant. The overall towing weight and thus the towing capacity may vary depending on the equipment / chassis variant.
Please contact us in this regard, we will be happy to calculate the towing capacity of your individual vehicle.
3) The number of persons stated may be reduced if the mass in running order increases. This increase occurs in particular if the engine version differs
from the basic version, if optional extras are fitted and if a corresponding equipment version is selected. Use the weight information in the price list or talk
to your HYMER dealer to make sure that the technically permissible total mass is not exceeded and that there is sufficient loading capacity for persons
and items.
4) The changeover of the emissions stage from Euro 6d final to Euro 6e is expected to take place from spring 2023. Up-to-date information is available
from our dealers.
5) In the event of an accident, the brakes are automatically locked to prevent a possible secondary collision.
6) For vehicles with transverse bed, the LH side opening window at the rear is only available as optional extra.
7) Only available in combination with large refrigerator.
8) Only available in combination with 9G automatic transmission.
9) When selecting the optional 9G automatic transmission, the additional weight of the selected engine or chassis variant is already included. Therefore,
the additional weights of the engine and chassis variants do not have to be taken into account.
10) Body color Crystal Silver not available in combination with exterior cab color Campovolo gray.
11) Only available in combination with optional 16" alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tires for Fiat Ducato Maxi chassis or 16" steel rims.
12) LED headlights are only available in combination with the optional LED Daytime Running Lights.
13) When ordering this optional extra, the Standard variant is not included.
14) Not available in combination with the optional automatic transmission.
15) Only available in combination with the optional Automatic AirCon with pollen filter.
16) Data exchange (mirroring of information) does not take place between the fully digital cockpit and the Multimedia SatNav system with 9"
touchscreen.
17) Fully digital cockpit only available in combination with Fiat Infotainment system incl. 10" touchscreen or Multimedia SatNav system with 9"
touchscreen.
18) Brackets for awnings feet are supplied loose.
19) Increased garage load of 450 kg taking into account the axle loads and the permissible total weight.
20) GRP roof coating doesn't match the vehicle color. The surface quality of the GRP coating does not correspond to a painted outer panel.
21) Surcharge to door with 1-way lock and window.
22) Roof AirCon and electric roof vent are mutually exclusive. Only one of these options can be ordered.
23) Due to manufacturer's instructions, please refer to the maximum speed of 150 km/h. Nevertheless, note the traffic regulations of your country as well
as vehicle information.
24) Due to manufacturer's instructions, we recommend to order the gas filter when ordering the optional automatic gas bottle switchover with Crash
Sensor and IceEx.
25) Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger and HYMER Smart Battery system can not be ordered and fitted at the same
time. Only one of these options can be ordered.
26) The HYMER Smart Battery System (HY-Tec Lithium Battery 150) significantly extends the available electrical energy and thus the self-sufficient
standing time of your motorhome. The LE300 offers a 200 % increase in available battery capacity with practically identical installation space (compared
to standard 95Ah AGM_ll batteries), combined with a weight saving of around 6 kg (approx. -22 %). This expandable solution increases the capacity and
performance of the lead-acid batteries while increasing the efficiency and lifespan of the overall system. The lithium batteries are connected in parallel to
the lead batteries. In this process, the lithium batteries take over most of the charging cycles, whilst the lead batteries act as backup storage. The battery
computer regulates the optimal charge/discharge and also displays the state of charge.
27) Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM), HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) and HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. 18 A
auxiliary charger cannot be ordered at the same time or fitted inside one vehicle. Only one of these options can be ordered.
28) Electric floor tempering only available for the walk-in area. Pedestal is heated with warm air and floor openings are not heated.
29) SatNav device incl. automatic switching from starter to habitation battery and selector switch for driving and camping operation.
30) HYMER Smart Control: Simple status query of water levels and battery voltage via the operating unit of the SatNav device.
31) Only available in combination with TV pre-installation / TV-bracket.
32) Second LED-TV only available in combination with the first LED-TV.
33) With the LED headlights option, the LED daytime running lights are already integrated.
34) Halogen fog lights are not available in combination with HYMER Full-LED headlights.
35) Only available in combination with the optional height and tilt adjustment for pilot seats (Integrated models only).
36) Electric cab door step only available in combination with optional cab door.
37) 40 x 40 cm skylight not available in combination with the optional front overhead lockers instead of pull-down bed.
38) The HYMER Smart Battery System (HY-Tec Lithium Battery 50) significantly extends the available electrical energy and thus the self-sufficient
standing time of your motorhome. The HY-Tec-Lithium battery 50 offers a significant weight saving of 20 kg with the same capacity compared to a
standard 95Ah AGM_ll battery and requires only 1/3 of the space. This expandable solution increases the capacity and performance of the lead-acid
batteries while increasing the efficiency and lifespan of the overall system. The lithium batteries are connected in parallel to the lead batteries. In this
process, the lithium batteries take over most of the charging cycles, while the lead batteries act as backup storage. The battery computer regulates the
optimal charge/discharge and also displays the state of charge.
39) Option incl. automatic radio switchover from cab to habitation battery.
40) Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 31x chassis with permissible total weight of 3,500 kg cannot be uprated. Please keep this in mind when ordering.
41) Original Mercedes-Benz seats are swiveling, as well as longitudinally / tilt and height adjustable, headrest can be used.
42) All adjustment options are available on the Original Mercedes-Benz seats in integral optics.
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43) Active Brake Assist standard for Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 41x CDI.
44) Not available in combination with trailer hitch or trailer hitch pre-installation and 450 kg frame extension.
45) The options " Chrome grill" as well as "Bumper, add-on parts and grill frame painted in vehicle color" are only available in combination.
46) Only available in combination with exterior colors: HYMER white, Iridium silver, Tenorite gray or Obsidian black.
47) The options trailer hitch pre-installation and removable trailer hitch ball head (incl. pre-installation) are only available ex works and cannot be
retrofitted. Please note this when ordering.
48) Only available in combination with Equipment Line Premium.
49) Design graphics Tenorite only possible in combination with exterior color Tenorite gray.
50) When choosing this option, a 40 x 40 cm skylight is fitted in the living area instead of the 80 x 50 panorama skylight.
51) Only available in combination with the optional "6 kW warm air heating with 1,800 W electric bar heating, warm water boiler and 142 l absorber fridge"
or "6 kW warm air heating with warm water boiler and 142 l absorber fridge".
52) If ordered with gas warm air heating, a larger gas bottle compartment (2 x 11 kg) is required. Kitchen drawers are therefore sometimes smaller or,
depending on the layout, replaced by a flap.
53) With this option, the Original Mercedes-Benz seats are designed in integral optics.
54) Vehicle dimensions and weights can not be entered separately in the SatNav device.
55) Only available in combination with Mercedes-Benz 10.25" MBUX Multimedia System, Equipment line Plus or Equipment line Premium.
56) ECO Start-Stop is not available for the Grand Canyon S with 319 CDI engine and ML-T with 419 CDI engine.
57) All Wheel Drive only available in combination with Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 319 / 419 CDI.
58) All Wheel Drive only available in combination with 9G-TRONIC automatic transmission.
59) When ordering the optional All Wheel Drive, the overall height increases by approx. 9 cm.
60) All Wheel Drive is supplied with summer tires only.
61) Not available in combination with the optional 17" rims.
62) Engine compartment noise reduction insulation and engine / underride protection cannot be ordered at the same time. Only one of these options is
possible.
63) Only available in combination with the Comfort habitation door with window, blackout blind, integrated waste bin and 2-way lock.
64) All Wheel Drive option not available in combination with the following optional extras: 17" alloy wheels.
65) Only available in combination with All Wheel Drive.
66) The optional tire pressure sensors are not available in combination with the optional studded tires.
67) The 16'' studded tires can only be ordered directly from the factory.
68) Remember that the maximum permissible speed with these tires is 120 km/h.
69) Not available in combination with bicycle rack.
70) The 16" steel spare wheel incl. studded tires is only available in combination with the 16" steel rims (black) with studded tires.
71) When ordering tire pressure sensors, the spare wheel is always delivered with a sensor. If the tire pressure sensors option is not selected on the base
vehicle, the spare wheel may still be equipped with a sensor.
72) Roof rack with ladder and checker roof plate not available in combination GRP roof coating.
73) Solar panels not available in combination with roof rack and rear ladder and checker roof plate (except B-MC I 550).
74) Please note when ordering: Roof rack with rear ladder only available ex works. Retrofitting is not possible.
75) Not available in combination with the spare wheel fitted on the rear wall (exterior).
76) ML-T 570: Panoramic skylight above the rear bed not available in combination with 2 x 95 W solar panels.
77) 6 kW diesel warm air heating with warm water boiler and electric heating element option not available in combination with floor temperature control
(electric) in living area and central passageway.
78) Warm water heating can be regulated separately via shut-off valve.
79) Electric floor tempering not available in combination with warm water heating or warm water floor heating.
80) When ordering the optional MBUX, the Mercedes combi color display is added as well as an acoustic package, which includes noise dampening in the
doors as well as dampening in the dashboard and in the windscreen area.
81) Arctic package only available in combination with Comfort habitation door.
82) Overall width corresponds the measurement incl. wheel arches.
83) The number of people specified will be reduced if the mass in running order increases. An increase occurs in particular in a different engine from the
base engine, when ordering / installing optional extras and when choosing a corresponding equipment level. Check the weight information in the price list
or in consultation with your HYMER motorhome dealer to ensure that the technically permissible maximum mass is not exceeded and sufficient loading
capacity remains for persons and utensils.
84) Please note: The front passenger airbag can not be deactivated! Therefore, it is not allowed to attach child seats with restraint system against
direction of travel on the front passenger seat.
85) When ordering the pull-down bed option, the standard panoramic skylight in the living area is not fitted.
86) HYMER Connect App also allows remote control via smartphone. Remote access and control via app and associated fees are included for a period of
2 years. After this period, various functions can still be used to a limited extent.
87) When ordering the 16" alloy wheels by Mercedes-Benz in combination with the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 41x CDI chassis, the weight variant 4,500kg
becomes possible.
88) Weight variant 4.5 t only available in combination with Original 16" Mercedes-Benz alloy wheels and must be ordered separately.
89) 16'' steel spare wheel not available in combination with the 17'' alloy wheels.
90) B-MC 680 / 690: Only available in combination with lowerable double bed above the seating group.
91) When ordering the lowerable double bed above the seating group, the max. awning length is 4 m.
92) Maximum towable mass, taking into account the total towing weight. The total towing weight is 5,500 kg (up to and including 3.5 t permissible total
weight) and 5,880 kg (over 3.5 t permissible total weight). Total towing weight and thus trailer load may vary depending on equipment / chassis variant. If
you have any questions, please contact your HYMER dealer, they will be pleased to calculate the towing capacity of your individual vehicle.
93) Hydraulic lift jack system option not possible in combination with the optional rear comfort steadies.
94) When ordered with lowerable double bed above seating group, the optional solar system 2 x 95 W is not available in combination with options 2,400
W roof AirCon and / or electric roof vent.
95) B-MC T 550: Panoramic skylight above the rear bed not available in combination with 2 x 95 W solar panels.
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96) Only available in combination with automatic transmission and cup holder.
97) The options 5th seat and bed conversion kit for L-shaped seating group change the contour of the side couch.
98) B-MC I / T 600: Warm water heating and 5th seating are mutually exclusive. Only one of these options can be ordered.
99) When fitting the ISOFIX option, the inclination of the seat cushion changes.
100) Only available in combination with bed conversion for comfort L-shaped seating group or seating group incl. additional cushion and lowerable table.
101) Only available in combination with fabric: Janeiro, Lorane or Jandia.
102) Two Isofix places are provided.
103) Only available in combination with L-shaped seating group.
104) When ordering the optional "Premium round table", the space behind the LH cab seat / seating group is reduced. In the cab seats' rearmost locking
position, the table and the seat may collide.
105) The options bed conversion kit for L-shaped seating group or round seating group are not available in combination with the optional premium, round
and extendable table.
106) Panoramic skylight in living area will not be fitted.
107) B-MC T 550: Lowerable bed not available in combination with roof rails.
108) The 4 levels in the living area (ceiling, counter, floor and functional lights). Ambient lighting on ceiling in living/sleeping area. Suspended lighting in
living area. Light temperature can be adjusted in ceiling area in living/sleeping area. All luminaires controlled via push-buttons can also be dimmed. In
addition, there is an all-lights-off feature to switch off all lights inside the vehicle while in bed.
109) Only available in combination with comfort habitation door.
110) Not available in combination with pull-down bed.
111) For weight variants over 3.5 t, truck limits are displayed, not motorhome limits.
112) The options warm water heating and Arctic package are only available in combination with Comfort L-shaped seating group.
113) Only available in combination with Driver Comfort package.
114) The options 5th seating and multifunctional sideboard cancel each other. Only one of these options can be ordered.
115) Not available in combination with pull-down bed with single bed feature.
116) Not available in combination with bed conversion kit for L-shaped seating group (except B-MC I 580).
117) Only available with sleeping comfort system with cup-slatted bed frame for pull-down bed.
118) HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah) incl. additional 18 A charger and HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah) with additional 18 A charger cannot
be ordered together. Only one of these options can be ordered.
119) LED fog lights are only available in combination with HYMER Full-LED headlights.
120) Only available in combination with automatic transmission and cup holder.
121) TEC-Tower not available in combination with Thetford cooker/oven combination Aspire or Caprice.
122) Not available in combination with Hybrid cooker (gas and induction).
123) Hybrid cooker only available in combination with kitchen worktop made of solid surface.
124) High-quality round table not available in combination with optional pull-down bed with single bed feature.
125) 5th seat only available when ordered from factory. Retro-fitting of the 5th seat is not possible.
126) Not available in combination with 5th seating.
127) Front overhead lockers only available in combination with electric front roller shutter.
128) TEMPMATIK and THERMOTRONIC climate control incl. hinged lid for central storage compartment on the dashboard.
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LEGAL NOTES ON WEIGHT-RELATED INFORMATION
The weight specifications and tests for motorhomes are uniformly regulated throughout the EU in EU Implementing Regulation No. 2021/535
(until June 2022: EU Implementing Regulation No. 1230/2012). We have
summarised and explained the key terms and legal requirements from this
regulation for you below. Our dealers and the HYMER configurator on our
website offer you additional assistance in configuring your vehicle.

3. Mass of the passengers
The mass of the passengers is set a standard value of 75 kg for each seat
provided by the manufacturer, regardless of the actual weight of the passengers. The mass of the driver is already included in the mass in running
order (see no. 2 above) and is therefore not included again. In the case

1. Technically permissible maximum laden mass
The technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle (e.g.
3,500 kg) is a mass specification set by the manufacturer which the vehicle must not exceed. Information on the technically permissible maximum
laden mass of the model you have chosen can be found in the technical
data. If the vehicle exceeds the technically permissible maximum laden
mass in everyday driving, this constitutes an administrative offence which
may result in a fine.

2. Mass in running order
• In simple terms, the mass in running order is the basic vehicle with standard equipment plus a legally fixed standard weight of 75 kg for the
driver. This essentially includes the following items:
• - the unladen weight of the vehicle together with the bodywork, including operating fluids such as greases, oils and coolants;
• - the standard equipment, i.e. all equipment items that are included as
standard in the factory-fitted scope of delivery;
• - the fresh water tank filled to 100 % in driving mode (driving fill according to manufacturer’s specifications; 20 litres) and an aluminium
gas cylinder filled to 100 % with a weight of 16 kg;
• - the fuel tank, which is 90 % full, including fuel;
• - the driver, whose weight – regardless of the actual weight – is generally specified as 75 kg in accordance with EU law.

of a motorhome with four permitted seats, the mass of the passengers is
therefore 3 * 75 kg = 225 kg.

4. Optional equipment and actual mass of the vehicle
Optional equipment (also: additional equipment) includes, according to
the legal definition, all optional equipment parts not included in the standard equipment which are fitted to the vehicle under the responsibility of
the manufacturer – i.e. ex works – and can be ordered by the customer
(e.g. awning, bicycle or motorbike carrier, satellite system, solar system,
oven, etc.). Information on the individual or package weights of the optional equipment that can be ordered can be found in our sales documents.
Optional equipment in this sense does not include other accessories that
are retrofitted by the dealer or you personally after the vehicle has been
delivered ex works.
The mass of the vehicle in running order (see no. 2 above) and the mass
of the optional equipment fitted to a specific vehicle at the factory are together referred to as the actual mass. You will find the corresponding information for your vehicle after handover under item 13.2 of the Certificate
of Conformity (CoC). Please note that this specification also represents a
standardised value. Since the mass in running order – as an element of
the actual mass – is subject to a legally permissible tolerance of ± 5 %

Information on the mass in running order can be found for each model
in our sales documents. It is important to note that the value for mass in
running order given in the sales documents is a default value determined
in the type-approval procedure and verified by the authorities. It is legally
permissible and possible for the mass in running order of the vehicle delivered to you to deviate from the nominal value stated in the sales documents. The legally permissible tolerance is ± 5 %. In this way, the EU legislator accounts for the fact that certain fluctuations in the mass in running
order occur due to variations in the weight of supplied parts as well as due
to processes and weather conditions.
These weight deviations can be illustrated by means of an example calculation:
- Mass in running order acc. to sales documents: 2,850 kg
- Legally permissible tolerance of ± 5 %: 142.50 kg
- Legally permissible range of mass in running order: 2,707.50 kg to
2,992.50 kg

(see no. 2), the actual mass may also deviate accordingly from the stated

The specific range of permissible weight deviations can be found for each
model in the technical data. HYMER makes great efforts to reduce weight variations to the minimum that is unavoidable for production reasons.
Deviations at the upper and lower end of the range are therefore very
rare; however, they cannot be completely ruled out technically, even with
all optimisations. The real weight of the vehicle and compliance with the
permissible tolerance is therefore checked by HYMER by weighing each
vehicle at the end of the line.

for motorhomes, which must remain as a minimum for baggage or other

nominal value.

5. Pay-mass and minimum pay-mass
The installation of optional equipment is also subject to technical and legal limits: Only so much optional equipment can be ordered and fitted at
the factory that sufficient free weight remains for baggage and other accessories (“pay-mass”) without exceeding the technically permissible maximum laden mass. The pay-mass is calculated by subtracting the mass
in running order (nominal value according to sales documents, see no. 2
above), mass of the optional equipment and the mass of the passengers
(see no. 3 above) from the technically permissible maximum laden mass
(see no. 1 above). The EU regulations stipulate a fixed minimum pay-mass
non-factory-fitted accessories. This minimum pay-mass is calculated as
follows:
Minimum pay-mass in kg ≥ 10 * (n + L)
Where: “n” is the maximum number of passengers plus the driver and “L”
is the overall length of the vehicle in metres.
For a motorhome with a length of 6 m and 4 approved seats, the minimum
pay-mass is therefore e.g. 10 kg * (4 + 6) = 100 kg.

To ensure that the minimum pay-mass is maintained, there is a maximum
combination of optional equipment that can be ordered for each vehicle
model. In the above example with a minimum pay-mass of 100 kg, the
total mass of optional equipment for a vehicle with four permitted seats
and a mass in running order of 2,850 kg should not exceed 325 kg:
3,500 kg technically permissible maximum laden mass
- 2,850 kg
mass in running order
- 3*75 kg mass of the passengers
- 100 kg minimum pay-mass
= 325 kg
maximum permissible mass of optional equipment
It is important to note that this calculation is based on the default value for
mass in running order as defined in the type-approval procedure, without
taking into account the permissible weight deviations for mass in running
order (see no. 2 above). If the maximum permissible value for the optional
equipment of (in the example) 325 kg is almost or completely exhausted,
an upward weight deviation can therefore result in the minimum paymass of 100 kg being met mathematically using the default value for the
mass in running order, although in fact there is no corresponding load
capacity. Here, too, an example calculation for a vehicle with four seats,
whose real weighed mass in running order is 2 % above the nominal value:
3,500 kg
technically permissible maximum laden mass
- 2,907 kg real weighed mass in running order (+ 2 % compared to the
stated value of 2,850 kg)
- 3*75 kg mass of the passengers
– 325 kg optional equipment (maximum permissible value)
=
43 kg
actual load capacity (< minimum pay-mass of
100 kg)
In order to avoid such a situation, HYMER further reduces the maximum
permissible weight of the total optional equipment that can be ordered on
a model-specific basis. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass
for baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER.
Since the weight of a specific vehicle can only be determined when it is
weighed at the end of the line, in very rare cases a situation may arise
in which the minimum pay-mass at the end of the line is not guaranteed, despite this limitation of optional equipment. In order to guarantee
the minimum pay-mass even in these cases, HYMER will check together
with your trade partner and you before delivery of the vehicle whether, for
example, the vehicle is loaded up, seats are reduced or optional equipment
is removed.

6. Effects of tolerances of the mass in running order on the
pay-mass
Regardless of the minimum pay-mass, you should note that unavoidable production-related fluctuations in the mass in running order – both
upwards and downwards – have a mirror-image effect on the remaining
load capacity: If you order our example vehicle (see no. 3. above), for
example, with optional equipment with a total weight of 150 kg, the calculated pay-mass based on the default value for the mass in running order
is 275 kg. The load capacity actually available may deviate from this value
due to tolerances and may be higher or lower. If the mass in running order

of your vehicle is, for example, permissibly 2 % higher than stated in the
sales documents, the load capacity is reduced from 275 kg to 218 kg:
3.500 kg technically permissible maximum laden mass
2.907 kg real weighed mass in running order (+ 2 % compared to the
stated value of 2,850 kg)
3*75 kg

mass of the passengers

150 kg optional equipment ordered for the specific vehicle
=

218 kg

actual load capacity

As a precaution to ensure that the calculated pay-mass is actually given,
you should therefore take the possible and permissible tolerances for the
mass in running order into account when configuring your vehicle.
We also recommend that you weigh the laden motorhome on a non-automatic scale before each journey and, taking the individual weight of the
passengers into account, determine whether the technically permissible
maximum laden mass and the technically permissible maximum mass on
the axle are observed.

Please note:
This price list describes the series status at the time of publication.
Despite careful checking of the content, printing errors cannot be
ruled out completely. We reserve the right to make equipment changes
or product improvements. Before signing a sales contract, please ask
one of our approved HYMER dealers about the current product and
series status.
Some vehicles are shown with optional extras that are available in the
current applicable price list and are available at extra cost. The
decoration shown is not supplied by HYMER.
The data complies with the European homologation regulations which
may change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your
HYMER dealer will gladly provide you with information on the changes
as well as the standard scope of delivery.
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